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EDITORIAL

TIHE FLY.

Wheni we began to call attention to the fly as an agent in the spread
of diseasc, we biad flot miany listeners. To-day the condition is quite
change(]. Not only is the miedical profession aware of the danger of the

fl ut the public have a lively fear of the fly crawling on a piece of pie, or
falling into a botule of niiik. This fear is welI founided. la another page
wve given an important pronouincenient uipon this subject f romi the Britishs
Meldlicol Journal.

Dr. C. G. Hlewitt, of Ottawa, gave a very instructive address on the
,,fly" at the Hecalth Exhibit during the Industrial Fair. Am-ong other
thîngs Dr. 1Hewitt sid :

"13y the aid of the hairy nature of the Rly's legs and abdomen which
cold flot fail to collect fïlthi and bacteria wheIirever they wvere met with,

phtsof culture plte howv large colones of typhoid, tubercutar and
other bacteria,

-Far more gerfin rtd oginginside of a fly than witbout, and,
ajccordinjglyv these rnay be taken in by the Rly or the egg miay have become
innioculated by the uisually filthy substance in which it was deposited. After
a few hours the miaggot inlerges, already infected nor does it recover wben,
pasîg through the pulpa stage. And so you have your fly born innocu-
lated. Thlroughouiott the varjous transitionis fromn the laying of the eggs
tili the full-fledged Rlies, are ready to propagate no moire than nine or ten
days transpire in bot weatber. Now a fly deposits fromn x-o to i15o eggs
at a time, and repeats tbis performance six or eigbt timies during the sea-
,son,

"ýA fly captured in a living roomn was allowved to, stroil over a culture
plate. Tbirty colonies of -six different species of germns developed.
Another captuired in a dining-roomn walking over a culture plate gave rise
to 46 colonies of seven varieties, and yet another found on the Rlies' ely-
siumn, the pultrifying garbage beap, deposited ini the plate the nucleus of
11i6 colonies of ten varieties. Over 6,ooo.ooo germs bave been found on
one fly."

The foregoing is proof enouigh to satisfy any one of the great danger
that lurk around tbe common fly.
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OPTOMIETRICAL CONVENTION.

A short timre ago the medlical profession of Canada was entertained

by the report of the Optomietrical Convention that was held ini Toronto.

There were miany "Doctors" at the convention from ail over the United

States and Canada. We have no means of informing our readers f rom

what universities these optomectrists secured the degrees that entitie vhemn

to assumne the title of "docwtor." The probabilities are that these degrees

are f rom somne self constitutedl body, or even self assumed, as we remember

a barb)er iii Toronto a few years ago doing when he dubbed hiruseif doctor

of the uniiversal art.

Butt these op)tomiietrists a short timec ago tried for legal recognition,

alid mnay dIo so again. Tt is necessary that the medical profession should

be on the alert in this mnatter. There is absolute!y no justification for the

recognition of opticians as a section of the medical profession. Examina-

tion of eyes; for refraction is only a very limited subsection of a section of

nmedical practice.

Tt wouild 1be bad enough to graduate men as ophthalrnologists alone.

17b1S Would open the cloor to, doctors of otology, cardiology, gastrology,

rnlyetc. But to still further subdivide into doctors of refraction,

doctors of keratology, doctors of retinology, is going to the very depths

of folly, and would surpass even a mockery to flnd words with whicb to,

lampoonx)i the farce.

THE ONTARIO MEDICAL COUNCIL.

The recenit mneeting of this body wau in many ways the most import-

ant in its history.

The uiniversities now conduct the primary and intermediate examina-

tions, and the m-edical couincil the final examinations. Tbis bas been our

contentin for soetimne. We held that it was a waste of both time and

eniergy to examine a stiident of the university and immediately afterwards

exainll him for the Couincil on the same subjects. This view bas pre-
vailed.

Then we have long, contended that the medical council was too, large
a body. Steps were taken looking towards a reduction. The direct repre-
sentatives of the profession may be reduced fromn 18 to 9. Those from
universities and colleges f rom 8 to 3, and the homoeopathic representatives
frorn5 to3. This would reduce the council from its present unwieldy and
ýexpensive size of 31 to a body of 14. It would also eut out those fromn
defunct mnedical colleges.
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Weaocontocndi thiat the c, Illcil exýI,,ts for tbfprfsso and not
foIr itslf 1-has xo right loi charge more f rom the profession and the
stu1dents, than juIst eniouigh to mee(t its; leiiaexpenses. This view iS

,,oit' wýin like the othe-rs.
Thec presenit reýgister isý about as, ont of date as Strabo)'s geography

wou1(li e Ii a1 ioeme c(llege. Thli Council mutst get out a new register.
Thee i»aholuItely no ecuCtse for delay.
Uilc mo4re point. The council musiit take steps, to ali in tht establîsh-

in', of a Dominion edca ouncil. The Governmient of Caniada hias dlonte
its shae f thi; gýrcat onward 'ole'nliTh varions provincial couincils
molst 11,W o thecir part. The miedical profess;ion1 wish a national profes-

sion.k- Nthin les il o. Thc provincial mledical council that attempts
to sadin the way. vill be, swept out of existenice. The wheels ()f pro)grs
muiit niot beý impcdý bv1Y nro rvnils

CANVASSING, FOR SBCIES

Wec undcrstand that a short time ago a gentleman -so1ght to secure
suseibrsfor theý Jurnal o/thtli Caniadi<rn Mlidiical d4ssoccj hon.

WC wold, likeC t, kwIf tue IJraf to) be stupplied to these new
moun asý ,an1 journal m ight erc]l"y becaue they pay a certain price for it.
This wouldM mean that the Canaian.m M1edical Association lias gone into an

oriaypublishing busine
If this is; not the casýe, are those ne suibscribers" to be Ctnrolled as

memibers of the Canadjan Medical Associatirgn? If this is the case it
wou)tld hie welI to explain who acts as censor, as, to the ethical standard of
theser lmeb 'liTe Canadian 'Medical Association lias a certain code
of ethIcs asý the standardl for mTieshp t certalily iot onei of a fivc
dollar bill. Tt will not do, to) britng- the National Asocaton dow tr> the
level of mere conimercialismn.

DOCTORS IN THEr HIOUSE 0F COMMIONS.

There are sýome 6,oco nuedical practitioners in Canada in a population
of about 8 ,ooo,ooo.ý This gives about fine doctor te) each group Of 1,333
persoýnS.

There are ig- do-ctorsý in the new flouse of Comm1-ons in a total inein-
bership o-f 22T, This £giveq~ about i in 12. The doctors have, therefore,
shown great strenL-th in the public to rorne out so, strongi in a political con-
test where the feeling was so muich divided,
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By provinces they are as follows:
Ontario: Frontenac, Dr. J. W. Edwards; Grenville, Dr. J. B. Reid;

East Grey, Dr. T. S. Sproule; Ottawa, Dr. J. L. Chabot; South Perth,

Dr. M. Steele.
Quehec: Beauce, Hon. Dr. H. S. Beland; L'Islet, Dr. E. Paquet;

Rimouski, Dr. H. Boulay ; Three Rivers and St. Maurice, Dr. N. Normand;

Gaspé, Dr. Gauther.
Nova Scotia: Halifax, Dr. Blackadar; Lunenburg, Dr. D. Stewart.

New Brunswick: St. John City and County, Dr. J. W. Daniel.

Manitoba: Provencher, Dr. J. P. Molloy; Marquette, Dr. W. J
Roche; Souris, Dr. P. L. Schaffner.

Saskatchewan: MacKenzie, Dr. E. L. Cash.

Alberta: Macbeod, Dr. N. Warnock; Red Deer, Dr. M. Clark.

British Columbia and Prince Edward Island have no medical inem-

bers.
A group of i9 members can make their voice heard lu the councils of

the country. On' questions of a political nature these members will differ;

but when it cornes to a question of a purely medical, sanitary, or public

health issue, they may be depended upon to be united. It may be at once

granted that both parties desire the welfare of the country. This being

the case, either party in power would be lîkely to give due consideration

to an opinion coming fromn 19 members, who could have no other wish

thani the good of the people. If these i9 will be true to their profession

they can accomplish much.

COMBINED EXTERNAL AND VAGINAL ýVERSION.

Stowe reaches the following conclusions: The combined external and

vaginal version is not dependent upon the size of the cervix nor the degree

of its effacement. It is often impossible to correct a maipresentation dur-

ing the later weeks of pregnancy by external methods alone. Preliminary

dilatation of the perina-m in prinaaparze and the version itself does not

tend to terminate the pregnancy. There is littie dificulty in maintaining

the foetus in its new position. Danger of premature separation of the

placenta during pregnancy is inconsiderable. The proper present.ation of

the foetus should be obtained before labor begins. The operation is easier

of performance before the membranes have ruptured than after. The

danger of premature separation of the placenta depends upon the degree

of uterine retraction. and the quantity of liquor ainnii in the uterus. The

danger of infection îs reduced to a minimum if the hand does flot enter

the uterus. Iu certain cases of placenta prSevia the foot can be brought

down to the inlet before the membranes are ruptured. It is easier to>

secure a foot than in the Braxton Hicks method.
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THE PHENCLSULPH-ONEPHTLIALEIN TEST FOR
ESTIMATING RENAL FUNCTION.*

By L. G. ROWNTREE and J. T. GERAGHTY,
F~rocs the Pharmacological Laboratoy iof the Jhns Hokn Un &w* d the Genito-Urinary and

Medîcad C1n c o the Johns Hokns 1121Ca1

INTRODUCTION.

Inl July, 1910 (i), we presented our original communication on the
resuits obtained on our experimental and clinical studies of the func-
tional activity of the kidneys by means of phenolsulphoneplithalein.
Some additional data were presented in subsequent papers (2). The Pre-
sent communication is a resume of our experience with the test during the
past two years (3) and deals particularly with its value in relation to
nepliritis, the study of which was, undertaken at the suggestion of one
of us (R).

Phenolsuiphoneplithalein (4s) (which was first prepared by Remsen)
is a briglit red crystalline powder, somewhat soluble in water and alcohol,
but readily soluble in the presence of aikalies. The drug as determined
by Abel and Rowntree (5) is non-toxic, non-irritant locally, and is ex-
creted practically entirely by the kidneys, with extraordinary rapidity,
apr-earing in the urine normally within a few minutes of injection. In
aikaline solution a brilliant red color is produced which is ideally adapted
for quantitative colorimetric estimations.

TECHiNiQUE.

In our earliest work only the time of appearance, the tîme of maxi-
mum intensity of excretion, and the time of gross elimination were
considered. In the course of the work it becomes evident that the color
properties of this substance make it peculiarly well adapted for colori-
metric methods of estimation, and for this purpose the Duboscq colori-
meter was employed and lias proven of the greatest value.

In order to obtain data of real value it is essential to, any func-
tional test to know not only the time of appearance of the drug in the
urine, but to know exactly what part of the drug, a known amount of
which lias been administered, is recovered in a definîte period of tinte.

Twenity minutes to haîf an hour before administening the test, the
patient is given 300 to 40o c.c. of water ini order to insure free urinary
seci-etion, otherwise delayed time of appearance may be due to lack of
secretion.

*Rend at Ontario Medical Anociatoei lut June, 1911.
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Under aseptic precautions a catheter is introduced into the bladder

and the bladder completely eniptied. Noting the time, i c.c. of a care-

fully prepared solution (6) of the phenolsulphoflephthaleifl containing 6

mig. to, the c.c. is accurately administered subcutaneously, intrainuscularly

or intravenously by means of an accurately graduated syringe. (We

have used the Record 2 C.C. syringe which is graduated in fifths of a c.c.)

The urine is allowed to drain into a test tube in which has been

placed a drop of 25 per cent. NaOH solution and the time of the appear-

ance of the first faint, pinkish tinge is noted.

In patients without urinary obstruction the catheter is withdrawn

at the time of the appearance of the drug in the urine, and the patient is

În.structed to void into a receptacle at the end of. one hour and into a

second receptacle at the end of the second hour.

A rough estimate of the time of appearance can be made by having

the patient void urine without the use of the catheter at frequent inter-

vals, In prostate cases it is wise to have the catheter in place until the

end of the observation. The catheter is corked at the time of the appear-

ance of the drug in the urine and the cork is remnoved at the end of the

flrst hour and at the end of the second hour, each time the bladder being

thoroughly drained. On many of the patients of this type on whom our

observations have be-en made, a retention catheter has been ini use as

part of the routine treatment on account of the residual urines. When

a catheter is to be employed it is well to previously have thl patient

under the influence of hexamethylenamiîne.
Each sample of urine is measured and the specific gravity taken.

Stificient NaOH (25 per cent.) is added to make the urine decidedly

aikaline in order to elicit the maximum color. The color displayed ini

the acîd urine is yellow or orange, and this immediately gives place to a

brilliant purpie red color when the solution becomes alkaline. This

solution is now placed in a liter measuring flask and distilled water

added to make accurately i liter. The solution is then thoroughly mixed

and a small filtered portion taken to compare with the standard, which

is used for ail of these estimations.
The standard solution used for comiparison consists Of 3 mg- Of

pheriolsulphonephthalein (or 3/2 c.c. of the solution used for injection)

diluted up to i liter and made alkaline by the addition of only one or two

drcps of 25 per cent. NaOH solution. This is a beautiful, purplish red

solution, retaining its intensity of color for months, provided carbon

dioxide fromn the air is excluded, or that it is kept slightly but deflnitely

alkaline. The one solution, therefore, serves for an immense number of

tests. AIl our estimations until recently have been made by means of

the Duboscq colorimeter.
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One cup of the colorirneter (right) is haif filled with this standard
solution used for coniparison, which has just been described, and the
plunger lowered so that the indicator reads at 10. A varying quantity
(depending on the intensity of the color) of the diluted urine is placed
ini the other cup and the plunger manipulated until the two halves of
the field are of an identical intensity of color. The indicator of the left
plunger is now read, the fraction, as indicated by the Vernier scale, being
taken into account. The estimation of the quantity present is then a
question of simple arithmetic.

For instance, the left skie reads at 20-the standard being placed
at 10. In other words, it takes a colunin of fluid twice as long to give
the sanie intensity of color as that of the standard, which, of course,
shows that the solution contains only haif as much dye. To obtain the
percentage of dye excreted in the urine compared with the arnount in
the standard solution used for coniparison, it is necessary to multiply
the reading of the standard by ioo and divide by the reading indicated for
the solution containing the urine. To return to our example, we have

O.n-...5o per cent, as much drug in the urine as in the standard
solution used for coniparison.

Recetlyi the Helligehaemoglobinometer has been utilized. A
stan.dard aikaline solution 6 rng. to a liter is placed in one of the wedge-
shaped cups which originally containcd the solution for the estimation
of the haemnoglobin. The urine collected as in the other method is
diluted to a liter and a small filtered portion poured into, the rectangular
cup. The wedge-shaped cup is now manipulated by means of the screw
until the two sides of the color field are identical. The per cent on the
scale is now noted. The nuruber indicated is subtracted from ioo which
gives, the per cent. of phthalien excreted. This instrument is much
cheaper than the Duboscq and approximately accurate (7).

When the urine collected has been made strongly alkaline, it is
necessary to estiînate the phthalein within a few hours as the red color
fades gradually under these conditions. When it is desirable or neyes-
sary to defer the estimation for some hours or days, it is better to make
the urine distinctly acid, under which condition the phthalein remains
unchanged. It should, of course, be made alkaline again when the
estimation is made.

.ExcReTioN IN NORMAL INDIVIDUALS.

The excretion bas been studied in several hundred normal individu-
aIs. In our earlier work subcutaneous administration was used
exclusîvely, the çlrug appearing in the urine in from 5 to ii minutes, 4o
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to 6o per cent. (average So per cent.) being excreted in the first hour

after its appearance in the urine, and 6o to 85 per cent for two, hours.

Iu health the elimination is practically completed in twoy hours, only a

trace being present during the third and fourth hours.
Recently intramuscular (lumbar) and intravenous injections have

been employed. The tinie of appearance following the intramuscular

administration is practically the same as that after the subcutaneous, but

the output averages 5-io per cent. more for the first hour, while the

range of variation in excretion in normal cases has been less owing to

more rapid and more even absorption. Following the intravenous

injection, the drug normally appears in f rom 3 to 5 minutes, and from

50 te 65 per cent. of the drug is eliminated, in the first haif hour, anui 63

to go per cent. during the first hour. This rapidity of the excretion
following intravenous administration is exceedingly striking, and when

this method is employed, observations for half an hour only should be
employed. In connection with ureteral catheterization this is a matter

of great importance, as prolonged ureteral cathterization may be a mat-
ter of great discomfort to the patient. For generai use, however, we
advocate the subcutaneous or intramuscular method (the latter particu-
larly when oedema is present), as the technique involved is mucli
simipler andJ the resuits obtained are sufficiently reliable. The technique

of the test is exceedingly simple. The injection is given, time of appear-
ance noted, and collection of urine made for one or twco hours. To each
sample sufficient sodium hydr 'ate is added to insure alkalinity and maxi-
mumi intensity of color; then the urine is diluted to i liter, a small amount
is filtered, the reading made, and percentage of drug excreted is calcu-
lated,

INFLUZNCe or AmouNT OP URINARY SECRtZTIOZ.

The excretion of the drug does not: run parallel to the excretîon of
urine. It is imimaterial as far as the excretion of the drug is concerned
whether the urinary output is 5o, 2oo, 4oo or 5oo c.c. Similarly the out-
put does not seem to be much influenced by the previous administration
of the different diuretics. Experimentally in animnais it has been ascer-
tained that somne diuretics slightly decrease, while others slightly increase
the excretion iu striking contrast to the: effect of these diuiretics on the
water output.

Tire STUDY Or NXPHEITIS.

Hleretofore functional tests have not been considered of any great
vtilue t> the clinicio.n ini relation to nephritis. In fact hyperpernieability
to niethylene bIne, indigo-carmine and rosaline bas been shown to exist
in acuite and in chronic parenchymnatous nephritis, while on the other
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hand decreased permeability with slow appearance ani prolonged excre-
tion has been demonstrated in the chronic interstitial variety.

ACUTE NI£PHRITIS.

An opportunity to study only four cases of acute nephritis has pre-
sented itself. One case of scarlatinal nephritis had a severe angina and
exhibited evidence of grave toxemia. It was impossible to determine
whether the toxemia was due to the nephritis or to the angina. One
injection of 6 mg. of the phthalein was followed by the appearance of
the. drug in the urine in 23 minutes. Forty-four per cent. of the drug
was excreted in the first hour. This patient recovered, and the nephritis
conipietely cleared up in the course of a few weeks.

The other patient, with scarlatinal nephritis, was in bad clinical con-
dition at the time of his first test. He had scanty urine of high specific
gravity, smoky from blood and containing much aibumin and many casts.
The prognosis sectmed bad.

The usuai phithaiein test was administered, the drug appearing in
the urine in 22 mninutes and oniy 4.8 per cent. being excreted in one
hour. Three weekçs later, the nephritis having almost disappeared and
the clinical condition being greatly improved, as well as the condition of
the urine, the test was repeated, showing the appearance of the drug in
7 minutes and an excretion Of 38.1 per cent, for one hour. Six weeks
later the patient was entirely well and excreted 5o per cent. of a 30 mg.
dose ini the first hour.

The third case, a boy Of 7 years, was a case of nephritis of obscure
nature associated with purpura haemorrhagica and profuse hematuria.
The time of appearance of the phthalein was flot obtained, but he
excreted 19.4 per cent in the first hour and i9.i per cent in the second
hour. Death occurred suddenly five days later from a suspected internai
haemorrhage. No autopsy could be obtained.

The fourth case, a boy, aged 8 years, was admitted withi typical
acutc nephritis of a severe grade: the prognosis being considered untav-
omblhe. The phthalein output on admission was ii per cent. for two
hours. Four days later the clinical condition was much better and the
phthalein output had increased to 28.4 per cent. for two hours. Two
weeks later the nephritis had practically cleared up and the phthalein
excretion increased to 68.8 per cent. for two hours.

Whiie no conclusions can be drawn from, four cases, it is suggestive
that in none of themn was there increased permeability, but that on the.
ccntrary the permneabiiity was markedly decreased when the condition
was considered clinicaliy grave.

M
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CHRoNic PAR£NcHiymATous NEPHRITIS.

Ini ail, 21 cases belonging to the clinical type of parenchymatous

nephritis have been studied. These cases represent different grades of

severity, and the duration of the dîsease varies from a few weeks to

seven years.

In two very mild cases of short duration showinge only slight oedema

with aiburnin and casts, but with a normal urinary output, the tinie of

appearance of the drug and the mount excreted was normal. In one of

these cases the time Of appearance was 8 minutes, and the Output 52.5

per cent. for one hour. The second patient was a student who considered

himself perfectly weIl, but in whose urine albumin and casts were dis-

covered by chance. On close inspection a slight oedema about the eyes

was detected. No other evidence or suggestion of the disease could be

found. In this instance 53 per cent. for the first hour and 8.6 per cent.

for the second hour was excreted following subcutaneous injection. After

intravenious injection, 46 per cent. was excreted for the first haif hour

(slightly decreased) and 17' per cent. for the following hour and a haif.

In cases of longer standing or where the disease is of ordinary

severity, the tume of appearance has always been delayed slightly (io-25

mir.utes) and the amount excreted is definitely below normal. In one

patient who has been under constant observation for more than a year

the time of appearance (:20 minutes) and the amount excreted (20 per

cent.) has remaîned practically unchanged. Clinically bis condition is

better than a year ago.
Another patient, age 3o, admitted Nov. 25, 1910, with secondary

lues and a ,definite parenchymatous nepliritis of six weeks' duration

showed an Output Of 47 per cent. for two hours at which time his urine

contained 5o g. aihumin ta liter. On Dec ioth his phthalein output was

51 per cent. and the aibumin 25 grams ta liter, wýhile his general con-.

dition showed but little change. Because of the possibility of the nephritis

being syphilitic in origin, 0.45 gms. of salvarsan was given Întravenou,4Y.

On Dec. 26th, hisw condition was definitely worse, urine decreased ini

amount and the albumin increased to, 68 gm. to liter, the phthalein output

dropped to 31 per cent. On Jan. 3 rd, bis clinical condition~ was very

grave, aibumin 96 gmi. to liter and the phthalein excretion WaS 22.7 per

cent. On Jan. 8th his condition was the same, and the phthalein. output

unchanged. But on Jan. I7th bis clinical condition was improved, albu-

min decreased in amnount, and the phthalein output increased to 43 per

cent. On Feb. 7th the patient was again in good clinical condition, the

albumin only 6 gmn. ta liter, while the output of phthalein increased to

52.7 per cent. The blood pressure throughout ranged froin 8o ta ixo,

and no eye changes, were present. Although the phthalein outpuit dropped
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pari passu with the exacerbation of the clinical manfifestations, yet at no
point did it reacli a level which would indicate an immediate danger,
whereas, clinically, death was considered imminent.

Another interesting case is as follows: Mrs. S., age 57, admitted
Novemrber 16, 1910, with an acute exacerbation of a chronic nephritis.
Symplltoms of mild uraemia were present, and the urine contained 7 gui.
albumuin to liter and many casts. The systolic blood pressure was 190

mmn. Hg. Her phthalein output was i9 per cent. for two hours. Site
gradually becomnes more uraemic, and two weeks later was definitely
comatose. At this time her plithalein output waS 20 per cent., although
her clinical condition was considered very grave. In a few days she
regained consciousness and shortly after left the hospital. Ten weeks
later patient reported that with the exception of slight oedema tnd,
dyspnoea on exertion, ail her symptoms had disappeared.

In the miost severe grades of chronic parenchymatous nephritis or
where the dis;ease is of long standing and associated with secondary
sclerotic changes, the otpu)tt is reduced very markedly, and in somne
instances no trace of the drulg can be found in the urine. Here als as
in the interstitial type, the absolute failure, of excretion, or the excretion
of a mecre trace, lias been followed within a short time by death fromn
renal failure. Some details regarding a few of these cases may be of
interest. 1

Femiale, age 28, admitted August, 1910. H-istory of oedema of face
for over two years. Suffered some f rom headache. For a few months
previous to admiîssion had been unable to work on account of generai
weakness. On admission had nausea ani occasional vormiting. Men-
tally clear. Marked anaemia. Somne oedema of face. Urine contained
large amount of albumin and numerous casts. Output of urine small.
Phthalein test given and no trace of drug could be detected, ini the urine
durîng the next three hours. She gradually becamne more uraemic, the
nauisea and vomitîng becomîing rather continuons, aithougli mentally
clear. Death occurred within four days. No autopsy was obtained.

Another case, one of syphulitic nepliritis, was of rather peculiar
interest. M. A., age 23, admitted October 24, 1910, exhibiting severe
general anasarca and marked dyspnoea. Symptoms had existed for one
morth. Pulse smnall and of low tension. Some anaemnia. No signs of
uraemia. Heart was normal. The urine had 6 gm. of aibumîn to the
liter, but no casts were found. Trace of sugar. Some days after admis-
sion hyaline casts were discovered. On November 8th the glbumin had
increased to 30 gM. to the liter aithougli the dyspnoea was better and
the general oedema somewhat decreased. The phthalein output was at
this time only 6 per cent, for two hours. On November i4th the general
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condition seemed about the same, but her phthalein output had decreased

to a niere trace. The following day she became suddenly irrational and

rapidly went irgto coma and died wîthin twenty-four hours. Autopsy

findings: syphilitic hepatitis, general amyloidosis, especially of kidneys

and spleen, thrombosis of right renal veins and veins of left side of pelvis.

Although the number of cases of chronic parenchymatous nephritis

has not been very large, sufficient data have been collected to indicate

that the test is of decided value in revealing the functional efflciency of

the kidney in this condition. In the mild cases very little disturbance of

function i s indicated, and it may be impossible from the test alone to dif-

ferentiate this condition from albuminuria. In 21 cases of chronic P.

nephritis tested, when there is a inarked decrease in the plithalein out-

put, marked renal changes are present, and when only excreted in traces

or flot at all a grave prognosis should be given even though no signs of

uraemia exist.

CHRONIc INTERSrI'TIAL Ne'HRTins.

Twenty-two cases of the type clinically classed as chronic interstial

nephritis have been under observation. In mnany of these cases previous

to the administration of the phthalein test no accurate idea of the degree

of involvement of the renal function could be ascertained, even after the

most careful clinical study. The phthalein test has proved itself of

immense value in revealing the degree of destruction of the renal sub-

stance, and has demonstrated itself to be of extreme importance froni
the standpoint of both diagnosis and prognosis.

In most of the cases of this series the time of appearance has been

markedly delayed, and the output of phthalein markedly decreased;

where the output is lowest, the delay in appearance is most pronounced.

The tinie of appearance, however, is not so important as the amjount of

excretion. (0f the four cases in which no drug at aIl or a niere trace

was eliminated within the two hours following the injection, two died

within a week, one within a rnonth, and the other within two months, ail

with uraemia. In two of these instances no clinical evidence of uraemiîa

was manifested at the time of the test, and the advanced degree of renal

disease was flot suispected uintil revealed by the test itseIL)

S. B. G., age 55, SurgiCal NO. 25,, 174, admitted December 21, 1909,

complaining of difficuit and frequent urination. These urinary syniptonis

were dependent on prostatic enflargemnent, the residual urine amouinting

to 44o c.C. Patient was apparently ini good physical condition, well

nouirished, but slightly anaemxic. Urine slightly cloudy, acid, S. G. jojo,
no sulgar, slight trace alburnin, and no casts. Urinary outpult 2000 C.C.
in twenty-four hours, uirea ranging froni 20-30 grn. for twenty-four
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hours. The phthalein test was given, a faint trace appearing in forty

minutes, and at no timne was more than the merest trace detected.
Repeated subsequent tests yielded always the same resuit. One week
after admission he began to exhibit signs of uraemnia, which gradually
increased until dee comna ending in death supervened. Autopsy: Both
kidneys presented marked atrophy, neither organ weighiiig one-third of
normal, a severe grade of interstitial nephritis being present. This case
is of particular interest because of the fact that the urinary output, the
urea, the total solids and the total nitrogen were normal, and casts were
also, absent.

The following is a history of a case in which the diagnosis was
perfectly apparent clinically but in connection with which the test proved
a striking confirmation as the phthalein failed to. be elimiînated.

Mrs. W., age 21, admitted November 7th, with symptomns of urae-
mria. Patient had had eclampsia in May, 1909, and had neyer fully
recovered her former health. Suffered from frequent attacks of epistaxis,
dyspnoea, puffiness of eyelids and oedema of ankles. On examiînation
mnarkedi emnaciation and pallor were noted. R. B. C. i,9o-oooo; Hb. 22
per cent.; high grade of choked disc; B. P. 230; temperature normal.
Urine was somewhat decreased, S. G. 1013 to l019, albumin 19 gra. to,
liter, no casts, acetone and diacetic acid positive at times.

The phthalein test wvas given the day after admission and showed
entire absence of elimination during two hours.

Despite vigorous treatment, coma became deeper, and death super-
vetied five days later.

Auto psy 3460 showed an extreme gracie of interstitial nephritis
with a superimposed acute haemorrhagic nephritis.

In the following case the diagnosis was exceedingly obscure untîI
the evidence brought forward by the test was added. Before the admin-
istration of the test, nephritis was only one of many possibilities enter-
taired.

Mrs. O., age 47, admitted March 23, 191IL In October, 1910, noted
fatigue and dyspnoea on slight exertion, together with slight oedema of
lower extremities. In December nausea and vomiting developed and
have been present almost con stantly since. On examination, patient was
poorly nourished and showed marked anaemia. R. B. C. 1,5o0,ooo; Hb.
15 per cent.; W. B. C. 6ooo; slight increase in cardiac dulness, apex
slightly down and out, slight systolic murmur in pulmonary area; no
oedema of extremities. Urine: pale y'ellow, S. G. îoiî, albumîn--a trace,
no casts on repeated examination. B. P. 135. Eye grounds: negative.
Although nauseated she *as mentally bright and seemned in no imminent
danger. The phthalein test showed no output in three hours. Two days
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later the patient became irrational, dying within forty-eight hours in
uraemic convulsions. No autopsy was obtained.

The following cases shows even more strikingly the ability of the
phthalîn test to reveal the presence of nephritis in the absence of any
definite clinical evidence.

b. G., age 12, admitted March 27, i911, as an interesting case of
diabetes insipidus. The past history contained nothing of importance
except that large quantities of urine had been voided for some time and
he experienced marked thirst. He was well nourished, not anaemic and
apparently a normal looking boy. His B. P. ranged around ioo mm.
Hg. Somne thickening of the radial arteries was noted. No definite eye
changes. The urine on admission was large in amount 2000-2500 C.C.,
clear, S. G. 1005-1010. No aibumin, no casts. At this time no suspicion
of nephritis was entertained. The phthalein test performed March 28th
showed an output of only 7 per cent. for two hours. Three days later
only 3 per cent. was excreted. With the exception of the phthalein find-
ings absolutely no evidences of nephritis were present at this date. A
week later he developed headaches, and a trace of aibumin in the urine
appeared. He rapidly became uraemic and died April 9, 19 XI.

Autopsy: A most intense grade of chronic interstitial nephritis was
present, with alniost complete disappearance of the cortex. A slight
grade of a--ute nephritis was superimposed.

Chronic nephritis can exist over a long period without recognition,
and rnay even exist in the absence of albumin and casts in the urine. The
following in another case illustrating the presence of nephritis in the
absence of positive clinical proof, and also the value of the phthalein test
in revealing its existence.

F. G., age 71, who had had six previous admissions for malaria,
febricula, acute rheumatic fever and arthritis deformans during the last
five years, was again admitted November 7, 1910, for oedema of feet
and legs, vertigo attacks of loss of consciousness. Numerous urinalyses
during these admissions failed to demonstrate any anomaly except a
trace of albumin at one single examination. An advanced arterioscler.
osis and high -blood pressure were recorded on previous admissions. The
chest was emphysemnatous, the heart sounds distant. Pulse 52--regular.
B. P. 220. Urine: pale, z012, acid, alb>umin--occasional trace, no casts.
Phthalein examination showed an output of only 5 per cent. for the first
hour and i0 per cent, for the second, indicating a severe grade of
nephritis. The next day definite sîgns of broncho-pnueumonia appeared,
and the patient died five days later. Autopsy: Atrophy of the right
kiclney as the result of an o14 thromnbosis of right renal artery, with
chronie diffuse nephritis on the left side, small granuilar kidney.
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The following is an exarnple of the difficulty encountered at times

in differentiating clinically various forais of toxaemnias from truc

nephritis with uraemia.
S. E., age 55, admitted JanuarY 3, 1911, in a drowsy toxic condition.

H-ad a history of chronic bronchitis of long standing associated with

dyspnoea. The presenit illness dated back two months, during which time

the condition had become exaggerated. Temperature was 99-i00 degrees.

Blood pressure i6o mg. The physical examiînation of chest revealed a

bronchitis and somne myocarditis. The urine output was small, S. G.

i030 acid, aibumin 4 G. to liter, hyaline and granular casts. The physi-

cian in charge made a note saying "patient is certainly in uraemia" and

treatxnent for uraemia was înstituted. A phthalein test, however, showed

an output of 52 per cent. for two hours which indicated a function not

markedly îrmpaired. Sorne days later the temperature rose to 103 degrees

and definite physîcal signs of a pneumonia became apparent. Patient
recovered. We have had another almost identical case of pneumonia in

which the phthalein cleared up the diagnosis.

IJRAZMIA.

In 21 cases under study uraemnia bas been present. 0f this number
in fourteen the uraemia was grave, the patients exhibiting nausea, vomit-

ing, drowsiness or coma, and in several instances convulsions. In the

remaining seven, mild symptoms only were present and had persasted

over prolonged periods. Nine of the fourteen cases with grave uraemia

died during the attack. In eight of these cases the phthalein elimination

tuas zero, or a faint trace oniy for two hours. In the other case an acute

exacerbation of chronic nephritis the patient excreted 201 for two hours.

Ife died one week later. Autopsy: marked acute nephritis, superimposed

on a slight chronic nephritis. 0f the five ca.ses recovering from their

uraemia, the output in two instances was 2o per cent, the uraemia being

the resuit of an acute exacerbation of a chronic nephritis. In two the

output was 14 per cent., in both of these the uraemia was precipitated by

a double pyelonephritis. The fiftb was an acute exacerbation in a case

of chronic pyelonephritis in a man previously having had a nephrectomy.

This last patient bas greatly improved, and at present bas a two hour

excretion of 13 per cent.
In the seven mild cases, exhibiting slight but persîstîng symptoms

of uraemia, the excretion respectively was as follows: i0 per cent. in

one, 7 per cent. in three cases, a trace in one, 2 per cent. in the other for

two bours. Four of these died wîthin tbree montbs of the performance

of the test. Those living are stili exhibiting evidences of chronic urae-

mia, four montbs having intervened in one instance.
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In four cases flot exhibiting uraemia at the time of the test, but in
which the phthalein output was below 8 per cent. for two hours, one
excreting 6 per cent. died within two months, and the others are stili
living, one four months, one two months, and the other three weeks, but
ail are exhibiting evidence of chronic uraemia.

Trie SrUDY 0P CARDIAc AND CARDIO-RENAL CASZS.

An atten-pt lias been made to differentiate by means of this test
between those cardîac cases with broken compensation or with passive
congestion associated with the presence of aibumin and casts in the urine
and those cases in which cardiac insuficiency is associated with varying
grades of true nepliritis. In this connection 28 cases have been studied.
In the first class in which the clinical evidence pointed to a pure cardiac
disease and in which with the subsequent improvement in the cardiac
condition, aibumin and casts disappeared, the output in 9 cases was uni-
formly high, in fact 50 per cent. or over, with one exception. This class
is illustrated b>' the following case:

L,izzîe Weinstein, ii, Hebrew Hospital 2091.
C. C. General weakness.
P. H. Chorea two years previously.
P. I. Patient had chorea two years previously. On admittance she

complained chiefi> of general weakness. Six weeks ago patient began to
have peculiar nervous manifestations, peculiar involuntary movements
of arms onîy; this was followed by great lassitude, headache, vomîting
and poor appetite. Fever 100 to 102 for weeks. Pulse 90ý-i20.

On exaniination heart slightly enlarged, with diffuse apex beat,
systolic murmur at apex transmitted to axilla and heard also at base,
arrhythmia.

12-3-10. R. B. C. 2-,446,o; W. B. C. ii,200; Hb. 52 per cent.
i11-1-10. Urine 650 cc., sniokY, faint>' acid, ioi8, aibumin t t t,

sugar o, coarsely granular casts, some free R. B. C. Triple phosphate.
Total urea output 9.8 gm. Total urea 12 gin.

11-30-10. i360-i008--albumin t, phosphate and epithelial cells,
leucocytes occur, finely granular casts.

12-6-10. 1400-1020--o-no casts--phosphate-urea 26.6 gmn.
12-3-10. Plithalein test: ist hour-69 cc., îoo9, R. 38.5 per cent

2nd hour-5o cc., 1009, R. 22.7 per cent.

6r.2 per cent

At the time of the test with a considerable amount of albumin and
casts in the urine, the plithalein output was normal. Later albumin and
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casts entirely. disappeared and no suggestion of any disease other than
endocarditis was present.

Diagnosis--endocarditis. Discharged in fine condition 1-23-1 I.
The phthalein output in 19 cases in the second class has shown

varying degrees of reduction ranging from 15 to 4o per cent. Aibumin
or casts or both persisted in ail these cases even after marked improve-
ment in the cardiac condition and even on discharge.

The opportunity of comparing the resuit of the phthalein test with
the findings at autopsy has been afforded but once.

H. B., 767i0, 29 year of age, admitted January 20, 1911, compiain-
ing of severe dyspnoea and swelling of feet of which had existed for two
weeks only. Physical examination revealed markedly increased cardiac
dulness, mitral and aortic insufficiency, dilatation of the heart, some
ascites, bronchio-pneunionia, B. P. 190, moderate grade of secondary
anaemia. Urine: high-colored. i046, acid, albumin t t~ t, large number
of hyaline and granular casts. Phthalein test showed an output of 26 per
cent. for two hours. Patient died on the day following admission.

Autopsy: Chronic mitral and aortic endocarditis, chronie myocar-ditis, miarked hypertrophy and dilatation of the heart, a moderate gradeof chronic diffuise nephritis, with some superîiposed acute nephritis.
Deatth in this instance was in great part due to cardîac failure.
From a study of these cases we feel that the phthalein test wiIl prove

of value in determining to what degree renal insufficiency is responsible
for the clinical picture in this class of diseases, but feel that a much
larger series should be studied clinically and at autopsy before very
definite conclusions can be drawn.

MISCELLANEOUS CASES.

A large number of miscellaneous medical diseases have been also
studîed from the standipoint of phthalein excretion, among the number
being 10 cases of lobar pneurnonia. In pneumonia the output is littie, if
any, decreased, and does not run parallel with the chlorid excretîon.

Three cases of persistant aibuminuria have shown a normal output.
In no disease other than renal so far studied has a marked reduction of
the phthalein excretion been encountered.

THE RELATION OP~ PRITHALeINq OUTPUT TO ]BLooD PRESSURE To
CHANGES IN THE EYE-GROUNDS, AND TO THE BLOOD PICTuRE.

In the majority of cases of chronic nephritis in which the blood pres-
sure has been high, the phthalein elimination has been markedly decreased,
but no exact parallelîsm exists înasmuch as flot a few instances have
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been encountered in which the systolîc pressure lias been over 200 mmn.

Hg. and the phthalein output one-half of normal, while on the other hand

there have been instances in which the blood pressure has been normal,

while the, phthalein output has been zero or nearly so,--the patients
shortly after dying in uraemia. While a high blood pressure when pre-

seat is considered of diagnostic and prognostic value taken in conjunc-

tion with other clinical data, yet many patients died of renal insufflciency

anil exhibited a hlood pressure which was normal or practically so. Nor
is the blood pressure, even when high, increased in inverse proportion to
the decrease in renal function.

While in some instances marked changes in the eye-grounds, choked
disc, tortuous vessels, haemnorrhages, etc., have been present coîncident'
with a very low phthalein output, in many cases even of the Most
advanced and even fatal nepliritis, no changes whatever in the eye-
grounds could be detected, the patient at the sanie time failing to, elimin-
ate the phthalein.

Moderate or rather severe grades of secondary anaemnia in the
absence of disease of the kidneys can be present without any diminution
in the plithalein elimination; for instance, two patients, one with 2,500,-
000 red ceils and JIb. 3o per cent., the other with Hb. 3o per cent., ehi-
minated 61 and 57 per cent. for two hours respectively.

VALUE or T"ST PROM A SURGICAL STAIMPOINT.

Through the encouragement of Dr. Young we have been enabled to
study the plithalein excretion in a large series of cases of urinary obstruc-
tioni, in order to determine the value of the test in revealing the functional
capacity of the kidney in these cases. This is a consideration of grave
imnportance in this connection, since the development of uraemnia or renal
faîlure has been responsible for a great part of the mortality following
surgical interference.

As a result of obstruction in the lower urinary tract, pathological
changes nia> occur in the ureters and kidneys, dilatation of the ureters,
varying grades of hydronephresîs, and as a resuit of the continued higli
pressure, atrophy of the parenchyma of the kidue>'. Not îirequently
infection occurs with the developnient of a pyclitis, a diffuse or Iocalized
pyelonephritis, or pyonephrosis. The occurrence of these complications
is often dilffcult of recognition, and is often overlookced, particularl>' in
the absence of symnptorns of renal inadequacy. A large proportion of
these cases of uarinar>' obstruction have cystitis associated with alburnin-
urià. The presence of casts in the urine is no contraindication t> opera-
tion. The urinar>' output may be normal in many>, also the urea and 1xoteI
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solids, and yet the patient may be on the verge of renal failure and
disastrous results may follow surgical interference.

The test bas been used in at least i5 cases of urinary obstruction,
nxostly cases of prostatic hypertrophy. The technique involved in these
cases necessitates the use of a catheter, otherwise it does flot differ froni
that descrihed above.

In the majority of cases the test indicates a more or less degree of
renal impairment, and taken in conjunction with the clinical condition it
is of more value than the study of urine output, total solids, total nitro-
gen and urea estimation conibined.

A marked decrease in the amount excreted invariably means severe
derangement, of renal function, which may be of either a temporary orpermanent character. Under such conditions one should proceed with
extreme caution and no surgical intervention should be attempted with-
out further study together with prelimlinarY treatment. Under thisregime repeated functional tests wîll demonstrate eventually the natureof the derangement, for in true interstitial nephritis the output will con-tinue low, whereas if the derangement is purely functional or secondaryto l)yelonephritis, usually improvenlent will follow as a resuit of the treat-ment and will be indicated by a decrease in the tite: of appearance of
thue drug and simultaneously an increase in the amnount eliminated.

The functional derangenuent due to infection in these cases is a
much more dangerous condition than is the presence of even a fairly
advanced condition of interstitial nephritis. The use of the test enables
one to select a favorable tume for operation. In cases exhibiting a con-
tînued susPiciously low output, the use of nitrous oxide gas is suggested
as preferable to ether in order to protect the kidneys. When only a trace
of the drug continues to be excreted, operation should flot be attempted
at aIl except in an emergency, even thougli the patient presents no evi-
dence of ureamia.

The test can be used to equal advantage prelimiînary to any surgical
procedure where it is deemed important to know the true functional
capacity of the kidneys.

Striking confirmation of the accuracy of the findings of the test was
afforded by the following case:

T. B-, age 37, admitted january i, 1911, with vomiting and pain in
epigastrium. Diagnosis: double renal calculi and pyonephrosis, uraemnia.
In 1903 patient had right renal colÎc for first time, following which he
p".sed two stones. Since then he has had two similar attacks on the
left side. For last three months he has had frt-quent attacks of pain
on left side, dyspnoea, vertigo and vomîting.
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on examination patient was found markedly emaciated, Hb. 50 per

cent.; R. B. C. 300,000; W. B. C. î8,5oo. Kidneys flot palpable; no

tenderness. X-ray showed Stones in both kidneys and in upper portion

of left ureter. Urine: 1700 cc. in twenty-four hours, S. G. l017, aibu-

mn* * and cloudy from pus.
Phthalein test January 2nd, no drug for two, hours. Under forced

water the urinary output increase and patient becamne less toxic, nausea

and vomniting disappearing. Phthalein output was now 5 per cent. Two

days later uraemic symptoms reappeared and the phthalein output was

again zero. A double nephrotomy under gas was rapidly doue in the

hope that some relief miîght be thus secured. Both kidneys were found

to be merely thin-walled sacs filled with calculi and pus. Patient died

in uraemic convulsions in less than twenty-four hours.

TrcuNiQuiz or THe PiiTHnALipi TZST As APPLIED TO ESTIMATION 0P

THe FUNCTION OP THEP INDIVIDUAL KIDNEy.

Functional tests have already deinonstrated their great value in this

conr.ection. But they have at niost been able to deterrnine only the rela-

tive working capacity of each kidney and have shed very littie on the

absolute functional capacity of each organ.
The phthalein test in association with ureteral catheterization has

been used ini 7o cases of unilateral or bilateral disease, the technique

being as follows. In rnost of these the stbcutaneous administration was

used. Recently, however, the intravenous method of administration has

been employed, whereby the time necessitated for observation lias been

reduced to, haif an hour. Where it is desirable to, determine whether the

supposedly healthy kidney can assume sufficieint function, to permit of the

remnoval of the other kidney, only a haif hour period of observation is
necessary.

TeCHNiQUE OP THsZ PUTHALEIi TEST As AipPLIED TO S-URGICAL

DisiAsE.

Twenty minutes previous to, examination 6oo to Soo ce. of water is

given to patient in order to insure a fret, flow of urine. The ureters, are

then catheterized.
As it is essential to collect ail the urine secreted by each kldney dur-

ing a definite period of time, in order to do accurate quantitative worlc,

a form of ureteral catheter especially devised for this purpose bas been

used. The flute and catheter of Aibarran, No. 6 or preferably NO. 7, has

been found to be most satisfactory. The catheters which have only side

openings and no end openings cannot be depended upon for this pur-
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pose. In females, where the Kelly method of cystoscopy can be employed,
it is possible by means of very large catheters to obturate the ureter and
to secure total secretion in this way, but in males these large catheters
cannot be used because they necessitate too large an instrument

The catheters are passed up into the ureters to a distance of four
inches. The cystoscope is then withdrawn, leaving the ureteral catheters
in position. A tape is always tied to the right catheter as a means of
identification. A small ureteral catheter is now passed into the bladder
and the bladder thoroughly emptied, so that leakage, should it occur,
can be detected. A specimen of urine is then collected from each side
for routine clinical and microscopical study.

The time of injection is recorded, as is also the time of the appear-
ance of the drug on each side. Starting from the first time of appear-
ance the collection is then continued for one hour followîng subcutaneous
or intramiuscuilar injection, but only for one-half hour when the intraven-ous miethod of administration has been employed. The quantity of urineis noted, also the specific gravity. The amnount of drug in each specimenis then estitnated by the technique described above.

The application of the phthalein tesýt does flot complicate or unncces..,arily prolong the time of catheterization, for it is necessary, as Albarranlias shown, to collect the urine for a considerable period of time if
determination of the wvork done by ecd kidney as regard to, tie total
solids, urca, etc., is to be relied upon.

RESULTS OIITAINED WITHI THe PHTHlALeIN TEST.

In normal cases the time of the appearance of tie drug from the two
sides has been almost always the:same, and in the majority of cases this
has been five to ten minutes following suicutancous, and three to fiveminutes following intravenous. The tirne of appearance of course will
varv somewhat with the rate of urinary secretion. Normally the amount
excreted by each kidney will be practically the same.

The series of cases studied include tubercular or pyogenic infection,
unilateral or bilateral, calculi, hydronephrosis, hypernophromata, etc. (8).

UNILATERAL OR BILATERAL SURGICAL DiSEASES OP? THE KIDNXY.

It has been demonstrated that the time of appearance and the per-
centage output is practically the same for the two healthy kidneys. When
one kidney only is diseased, the time of the appearance of the drug is
delayed on the diseased side and the amount excreted is flot only rela-
tively but absolutely decreased. The amount of delay in the tinie of
appearance is comparatively of little value. Reliance is only to be placed
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upor. the quantity excreted during a period of one-haîf or one hour,

depending on the method of administration.

Although in the majority of these Cases of unilateral disease e

combined output is equal to that of two normai kidneys, the greater part

of the excretion is shown to be performed by the healthy kidney. In

proportion to the decrease in function on the diseased side, approxi-

mately there is a proportionate increase in the function on the healthy side.

In such cases foilowing nephrectomy the remnaining kidney eliminates

after the lapse of two or three weeks an amount of drug which is norm-

ally excreted by two heaithy kidneys. I ail cases studied the output

from the remaining kidney has been greater than the combined output

from the two kidneys prior to operation.

In bilateral disease it has been found possible to determine the îndi-

vidual function (absolute or relative) of each kidney. It is in this class

of cases particularly that the shortcomings of other functional tests have

been most apparent, as one kidney may be doing twice or three times

the amount of work of the opposite kidney and stili be unable to> assume

the additional work of the other kidney. It may be doing the major part

of the work at the expense of ail or nearly ail of its reserve power, but

the(- plithalein test determines whether the kidney has a functionai capacity

which is normal, less than or greater than normal and to what degsree

hI two cases of double renal tuberculosis in which the amount of~ pus

from each side was practically the same, the test permitted it to be deter-

mired that'one kidney ini each instance had a function greatly in excess'

of the other, indeed sufficient function capacîty to, allow of successful

nephrectomny, marked improvement in general condition occurring subse-

quently in each case.

The test bas been used by us simuitaneously with cryoscopy, phlorid-

zin, indigo-carmnine and the polyuria test of Aibarran. No particular

advantage was added by combining with one or ail. Indigo-carmine and

pherolsulphonephthaleifl can be combined as follows: Foiiowing the

appearance of phthalein after4 injection, 5 cc. Of 4 per cent. indigo-car-

mine suspension is injected into, the gluteal muscles and the time of

appearance in the acid urine noted. While the amnount of phthalein

excreted can be estimated withi a fair degree of accuracy in the presence

of indigo-carmine by rendering the urine aikaline and boiling, on the

other hand the amount of indigo-carmine excreted can be estimated

after acidifying with JICI or HL2S04 at the best only roughly, and occa-

sionaiiy not at ail. When the two tests are used simiultaneousIy thse

whoe~ test is complicated with the introduction of no advantages and

some disadvantages.
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CONCLUSIONS.

i. The phenolsuiphoneplithalein as used by us has many advantages
over ail other functional tests so far proposed.

2. Phenoisuiphoneplithalein itself is better adapted for use as a
functional test than any other drug previously employed for the samne
purpose, on account of its early appearance in the urine and the rapidity
and completeness of its elimination by the kidney and the reliance to be
placed on its findings.

3. The mnethod of quantitative estimation of the aniount of drug
excreted 'is simpie and exceedingly accurate.

4- It is of immense value from a diagnostic and prognostic stand-
point in nephritis lnasmuch as it reveals the degree of functional derange-
ment in nephritis whether of the acute or chronic variety.

5. In the cardio-renal cases so far studied the test lias proven of
value ini determîning to whlat degree renal insufficiency was responsibie
for the clinicai picture presented.

6. The test lias proven of value not only iii diagnosing uraernia fromnconditions simtulating it, but has also Successfully indicated that uraemîa
w-as imapending when no clinical evidence of its existence at the time was
present.

7. The test lias proven of great value in revealing, the true renal
condition in cases of urinary obstruction. It is here of more value than
the urinary output, total soiids, urea or total nitrogen, and enables the
surgeon to select a timne for operation when the kidneys are in their
niost favorable functional condition. The improvement in the renal con-
dition ini cases of urinary obstruction following the tistitution of pre-
liminary treatment is strikingly indicated by this test.

8. In unilaterai and bilateral kidney disease the absolute amtount of
work done by each kidney as well as the relative Proportion can be
determined when the urines are obtained separately.

It is with the greatest pleasure that we thank Dr. Young for his
eariy and continued interest in this work and for the generous supply
of clîcal material referred to us by hini, to Dr. Barker to Dr. Thayer
a-1 the other members of the hospital medical staff for the opportunîty
of studyîng the cardiac and nephritic cases, to Dr. F. W. Hobieman for
his valuabie assistance in carrying on the work, and to Dr. Dunning of
the firm of Hynson and Wescott for kidney, furnishing us with suiphone-
plithalein used throughout this study.

I.
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This gives the mono-sodium or acid sait, which is red in color and which is slightly

irritant locally when injected. It is necessary, therefore, to add o.î5 cc. more of

the 2N hydroxide, a quantity sufficient to change the color to a beautif ul Bordeaux

red. This preparation is non-irritant.

(7.) Fairly accurate estimations, however, cati he obtained by means of gradu-

ated cylinders--equal quantities of the standard solution and the diluted urine beîng

used in separate cylinders and the denser solution being diluted until the colors

becomie identical. The amount of drug in the solution being known, the amount in

the urine can be readily calculated.

(8.) The details concerning 4 2 of these cases are considered in previous com-

miunications--Trans. Arn. Asso. G.-U. Surgeons, i911, and Annales des Maladies

des Organes Genito-urinaires, Feb. and Mar., i911.

AIDS IN SURGICAL DIAGNOSIS 0F KIDNEY AND
BLADDER.*

By J. K. MeGREGOR. M.D. Hlamilton,.

JT is my purpose to draw your attention to information which mnay be

I.derived from direct mnethods of examnination rather than from the

case history.
Recent improvemnents ini the x-ray and cystoscope and the technîc

of their use have opened up fresh fields of diagnosis and the surgeon is

given an earlier and more accurate picture of the disease, fromn which to

draNv conclusions.
A moden x-ray apparattis will show a stone in the urinary tract ini

go per cent. of cases whatever its chemnical composition.

It is to the cystoscope, however, we owe the niost, for it is by this

instrument we reach the kidney by catheterization and gain many kinds

of tiseful information.
Thnscope I use isan elsiner and a Nîtze, and Ifind that they

cover tost reqUireffents.

CYSïoscopýy:

Preparation of patient-:-A general anaesthetic îs rarely needed;

% gr. orphia ay be given hypodermîically before examination. An

0-Read ath beeting ofthe Ontario Meiical Association, May 3lat ana June I Nt, 1911.
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opium suppository may be used. As a local anaesthetic 1 use alypin
134 grs., several tables being applied by an applicator ta the posterior
urethia. Novocaine is also used for this purpose. The meatus may
require a 2o per cent. cocaine 'olution, and it may have ta be incised.

The patient is'in the recumnbent position, hips sfightly elevated.
The parts washed and the rest covered with a sterile sheet. Ail instru-
ments catheters, etc., are boiled except the scope which is sterilized in a
strong carbolic solution. When the instrument is introduced, which can
usually be acconiplished without much trouble, the water is tumned on,
the bladder well washed out, the window inserted, the light turned on
and the viscus inspected in detail. The n-eati are iacated and calculi and
foreign bodies looked for. A calculus is very easily seen and diagnosed.
The samne thing May be said of varjous forms; of cystitis. They becomefailiiar after a short experience with the instrument.

The diagnosis of vesical turnors can be made by the cystoscope alone.With its aid we may accuratelY determine their size, location, character,nurrber, and with a forceps snip off a piece for microscopic examina-
tion.

The commoner forrns are the papÎllomnata and, carcinomata, and aless frequent forrm the sarcona. The liability of these Papillomnata ta
recur after removal lias led many ta believe then- malignant.

0f five vesical tumnors I have seen in my own practice, four haveshc.wn rnalignancy microscopically. Young, of Baltimore, says that g0
per cent. of vesical tumors in patients over 50 years of age are malig-
nant, The Mayas have had nearly the sanie experience. They Say that
of the cases which are approached by the transperitoneal route, 10 per
cent. have already mnetastases in the liver at time of operation.

Many authorities, however, notably Bier and Keys of New York,consicler these growths benign mostly, and during the last year have
been treating them with the high frequency current.

The cancroidal tumor is fortunately uncommon, for it gives so few
clînîcal symptoms that the surgeon always arrives too late. It shows an
infiltrating base, which can be felt per rectum, and around its base
necrotic areas are seen on inspection. The papiloma or carcinoma gives
a characteristic appearance. They may be single or double, pedunculated
or warty. The villi may usually be seen ta float back and forth in the
water currents, and they have been said ta look like "finger ends." The
tumor usually bleeds when tauched with the beak of the scope. Necrotie
areas May be seen, and they are the first evidences of malignancy.

If we are ta believe with Young, Mayas and others that these
tutniors are mostly malignant. we cannot use the cystoscope too early
in a case of haematuria, especially in an adult. The value of meato-
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scopy or the appearance of the ureteral opening is of great value when

coribined with other signs. Thus tuberculosis of the corresponding

kidrey will likely, be shown by a red swollen orifice hanging f rom which

may bie necrotic tags. The samne is true of pyelitis. The negative evi-

dence should, however, flot bie taken for too much. Any blocking of

the uireter will show a gaping of the meatus.

The character of the output as observed through the scope may bie

seen to bie turbid or haemorrhagic if pus or blood is present in any

quantity.

Ureteral catheterization is fairly easily accomplished ini a normal

bladder. Difflculty rnay arise in cases of cystitis where the meati have

been drawn out of their normal position or are hidden behind an elevated

trabecula.

Hemnorrhage and clots may make the procedure very troublesome.

In the passage of the catheter information may be gainied of the presence

of complete or partial obstruction of the ureter.

This is usually caused by stone. I have seen complete obstruction,

however, caused by tubercular ulceratioli. Dr. Kelley uses wax tipped

catheters for location of calculi. Zebra catheters marked in centimeters

to estimate the Iength of catheter passed wiIl show either an obstruction

or a dilated pelvis, the normal length being from 32-38 centimeters. In

radiographie work the catheter carnies a nietal stilette. Most recent

works show plates where shadows soine distance f rom the wire stilette

might have been mistaken for ureteral calculi had not the stilette been

used. The output of the two kidneys is collected in separate sterilized

test tubes for mnacroscopic and microscopic appearances., Examination

of the sample for T. B. should only bie done by an expert.

Note should be macle of the way the drops corne f rom the catheter.

Whien a hydronephrosis is drained, the drops corne fast at first and then

slowly and without a littie jerk with which the normal kidney ejects its

contents. The aid acquired by the forcible distension of the renal pelvis'

by mneans of a solution injected through the catheters is striking. A

solution of boracic acid colored with miethylene blue is used. The color-

in,- is donc to check any back flowv along the outside of the catheter. The

solution is slightly warrned, sterilized, and introduced with a graduated,

sterilized syringe.

Normally the renal pelvis will cointain from 7-15 c.c. According

to Braasch "A renal pelvis which holds less than 3 c.c. indicates a COn-

tracted pelvis; usually stone.

A pelvis containing between 25-40 c.c. indicates somne nervous dis-

oi der.

1
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A pelvis containing between S0-i 50 c.c. indicates hydronephrosis
whîch can usually be relieved without a nephrectomy. A pelvis con-
taining more than i50 c.c. will usually require a nephrectomy."

The injection should be made slowly and stopped as soon as pain
is feit.

The relationship between the pain produced and the pain usually
feit by the patient should be carefully noted. Upon this sign alone I have
seen hydronephrosis thrown out of a differential diagnosis and operation
later on reveals the true condition as a post coecal appendix.

The functional activity of the kidneys as estimated by the examina-
tion of the secretion f rom, thei separate sides can be accomplished by
several methods and should, always be done when a nephrectomy is con-
terpplated.

0f the methods in vogue:
Cryoscopy or the estimation of the freczing point of the urine tias

been of great interest to scientific wvorkers. Its value is doubtful and its
technique too elaborate for practical work. It has been tried and dis-
carded by most authorities.

The Injection of Indigo Carmie, o.î6 grams in normal saît solu-
tion, preferably into thue gluteal muscle, wilI normally show in the urine
in from i0 to 12 minutes. If after this time only a green color appears
and is not intensified, it demonstrates some functional change in the
kidney. The length of time it takes for the color to appear and the
intensity of the color being the important points in the test.

The Phloridzin test or the production of temporary glycosuria by
means of an injection of o.oi gram phloridzin in aqueous solution is the
one most used. The urine is examined 10 minutes after the injection and
then every five minutes. Normally sugar appears in 10 minutes. The
longer it takes over this time the more should we figure on a functional
derangement in the kidney of that side.

The estimation of the electrical conductivity of the urine is also too
elaborate a test for practical use.

PyFvlography or the radiography of collargol injections into the
ureter and renal pelvis was first suggested by Prof. Voelcher, of Hleidel-
berg. four years ago.

The application of this scientific procedure owes its advancement to
Dr. Braasch, of the Mayo clinic, who has suggested its use in the vani-
otis kidney lesions and also in their différentiation from extra renal
conditions. The patient is cystoscoped, catheterized and a 5-15 per cent.

souinof collargol injected slowly while the radiograph is being taken.
the injection is stopped as soon as pain is felt. No harm, is done by the
injection. In case of an operation follow ' ng, union by first intention is
flot interfered with. A large hydronephrosis may take several ounces.
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It will show a large, clear shadow wîth a distinct inargin. A pyelitis

with abscesses invading the cortex will show an irregular margin to the

collargol shadow. This mnay be seen in T. B. kidney. The various dila-

tations of the ureter, whether acquired or congenital may be easily

mapped out, and solitary kidney and malformations diagnosed. A stone

ini the pelvis wil show but dimly through the collargol shadow or be

altogether obliterated. Cortical calculi, however, are seen and their

relative positions definitely defined.
It is in the differentiation between renal and extra renal shadows

that the most valuable information is acquired, such as intestinal tumors,
hypernephromata, and especially gaîl stones.

Even where a gaîl stone shadow is in such a position as to appear

to be renal, stereoscopic radiographs have been used within the last year

which show the relative positions and clears up the diagnosis.
The advances along this hune together with the f act that year by

year more surgeons are giving attention to the subject, bas brought us

to that point where we no longer excuse those lapses in urinary diagnosis

which were formerly accepted or condoned as necessarily incidentai to

medical practice.
In discussing this paper Dr. Warner Jones, Toronto, said that tne

cystoscope should only be used in conjunction with other means of

diaguosis; such as rectal examination, x-ray and aIl other mneans at our

disposal. By rectal examination one could tell the condition of -the pros-

tate, seminal vesicles. thickening of the ureter, thickening and nialig.
nancy of the bladder, etc.

The best cystoscope for the general practitioner is the examination,
cystoscope, the catheter one causes haernorrhage in the male owing to its

large bulb. Before usiug, iuject a 2 per cent. solution of cocaine, leave it

for two or three minutes and then withdraw slowly so as to leave a littie
in the prostatic urethra.

In case of haemorrhage we find trouble in using the cystoscope and is

of littie value in symptomnless haematuria so frequent in interstitîal,
nelihritis. The value of the cystoscope was not so much ini diagnosing

tubercuk>sis of the bladder or kiduey as in showing if the other kidney,
is fit for workc in case of nephrectorny.

Dr. E. E. King said that the technique of distending the bladder is

very important on account of the folds, of mucous membrane; we should

use the saine amount each tîme, from four to six ounces.

Dr. Rachel Todd bas been appointed by the Board of E-ducation for

Toronto to succeed Dr. Helen MacMurchy as one of the Public Scbool

Medical Inspectors.
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REPORT 0F AN OPERATION FOR REMO VAL 0F A CALCULUS
FROM THE PELVIC PORTION 0F TH1E URETER.

By S. M. RAY. M.D., C.M., Toronto.

M R. B., a man 35 years of age, had been suffering for a year with
something like renal colic of the left side. He was unable for

business, and was fast bec.oming an invalid. He had been going froni
one physician to another without giving any of themn a very fair trial and
without getting much relief. I saw bum first on Marclt 12th, i910, inl
consultation with Dr. T. J. Page of this city. In our exarnination we
found an increased area of dulness in the region of the left kidney. Our
provisional diagnosis was a stone in the kidney or ureter, and we advised
an x-ray, which was made the next day by Dr. Harvey Todd. The plate
wa4 a good one and showed a stone in the upper and left portion of the
bladder, well up towards the sumimit. The skiagraphist said there was
n'o doubt of there being a calculus in the bladder, and that the kidney
and ureter were free. 1 wvas still somewhat in doubt, and went again to
the bospital and re-exarnined and questioned the patient. He had now
the ordinary syrnptomns of stone in the bladder. I amrn ot unrnindful of
the fact that a stone impacted in the lower end of the ureter generally
gives rise to vesical symptoms, such as painful and frequent micturition.
This patient had now those bladder symptoms.

On March i6th, with the x-ray plate before me I opened the bladder,
suprapubically, assisted by Dr. Page. On introducing rny fingers into
the bladder I, at first, felt no stone at aIl, but on pressing my fingers high
Up and welI to the left side of the bladder I detected a Stone which for
the moment I thought was encysted in the bladder wali, as there was a
considerable mass of tissue between the examining fingers and the for-
eign body. I soon decided that it was in the ureter, probably an inch or
two from its bladder end. To remove this stone through, the bladder
was out of the question, so I pressed hard on it with the fingers of my
left hand in the bladder and was able to push it well out to the left sîde
of the pelvis, and with the scalpel in my other hand I made a careful
Îtcîsion through the abdominal wall close to the inner surface of the
iliuml. lI this way I cut directly down on the calculus with the satis-
factory guide of my fingers steadying it during the work. I was careful
wo get well behind the peritoneuni, and by shoving it forward I was able,
with comparative ease, to reach the ureter without injury to the peri-
toneuni itself.

The Stone was a very large one. At this writing I measure it and
find it is one inch long, and te its present length we should add about
one-sixteenth of an inch for chips broken off during extraction. It is
ý4 of an inch across.

__M
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Pr r .acl fth rtr are doubtlesS rare. They usually

descend from the pelvis of the kidey be tl eodge int the ret dern

then steadily increase in size. if a stone does not saeit h lde

soon after entering the ureter, there is no hope Of it doing so later on.

1 did not stitch Up the opening in the ureter. Perhaps 1 should have

done so. However, a ureter injury usually. heals well and permanefltly.

It did so here. I placed a rubber drainage tube down to the wound in

the ureter with a strip of gauze beside it. The wound was closed

around this ini the usual manner. The bladder opeflifg was closed coin-

pletely with a drainage tube down to the bladder wall.

The saine evening urine was passed by the urethra, and considerable

blordy urine f rom, the ureter. The patient mnade a good recovery, Ieaving

the hospital ini about four weeks wîth the wounds healed. Dr. Page

tells me he stili remains weli.

I have learned froni this case how easy it is for a stone ini the pelvic

ureter up behind the bladder to be mistaken for one in the bladder itself

-and also how much easier it is to reach the pelvic ureter extra-peri-

toneally when it, with the stone it contains can be pushed away out to

the side of the pelvis.

1 This leads to the questions,-ist. Would it be well in certain cases

to delierately open the bladder as a part of our method in operating for

stone in the pelvic portion of the ureter? 2fld. Might we not, with

advantage, in other cases of a similar kind, open the abdomen, locate the

calculus and push it away out to the side of the pelvis and deal with it

as in the case 1 have related? Froin my experience in this case, I arn

inclined to think that in certain cases the suggestion is worthy of a care-

fui consideration.
550 Palmerston Boulevard.

DEGREE-S AT QUEEN'S.

The following degrees of M.D. and C.M. are announced. at Queen's

University: L. De la Matter, Ridgeville; K. V. Overend, Peterboro; J. G.

Young, Cypress River, Man. An interesting feature i cornnection with

the Fail tertn will be the laying of the corner stone of the Nicol Hall, the

new metallurgy building, on Oct. iS, by Dr. jas. Douglas, of New York

City.-British MediccalJournal.
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HOW CAI< AN INVECTED SIGmoiD DivERTicuLum B£ THEp CAUSE or A

ReTRO-PEPITONEAL ABscEss?

By DR. A. TEIRLINCK, of Gand. Belgiu.

In the present state of abdominal surgery the appendix is'frequently
regarded as the chief cause of ail abdominal troubles.

Recently numerous works have been published concerning sigmoi-
ditis and perisigmoiditis. Diverticular abscesses are not as frequent as
appendicular abscesses. It should be borne in niind that the sigxnoid is
often located in the right iliac fossa and diverticular abscesses may be
mistaken for appendicular trouble.

In the young the sigmoid. flexure is free and communicates with the
retro-mesenteric and pre-aortic cellular tissues by the tissues of the messo-
colon. Infection can be transmitted from the diverticula into the retro-
peritolleal cellular tissue by three means,-the connective tissue, the
lymphatic system, and the venous blood-vessels.

In aduits the sigmoid is adherent to the posterior abdominal wall,
and in such cases there is another source of infection,-an externat one,
due to the numerous anastomoses between the meso-colic glands and the
parietal lymphatic system and between the sigmoid blood-supply and
that of the retro-peritoneal region.

SOME OBSERVATIONS UPON THE SURGICAL ANATOMY AND
MECHANISM OF THE COLON.

By GRANVILLE S. HANES, M.D., of Louisvilte, Ky.

Until comparatively recent years, diseases of the colon and sigmoid,
and the surgical anatomy of each, received but scant attention. Recently,
however, mucli valuable information upon this subjeet has been developed.
Robert Coleman Kemp in bis work on Dîseases of the Stomnach and
Intestines says that Dr. J. M. Mathews was the first to cali attention to
sigmoiditis and diverticulitis of the sigmoid.

The entire length of the large bowel in situ is found to be much
shorter than when it is dissected from its attachments. An ordinary
tbirty-inch colon tube bas sufficient length to extend around the lumen
of the large bowel to the cecum. White this has not been done in the
living individual it bas been done in the cadaver, ýand radiographs of the
saine are on record.
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1It is almjost universally believed that ordinary colon tubes can be

manipulated in such a way as to traverse the entire course of the large

bowel around to the cecumn. It lias been proven by a number of investi-

gators that sucli an achievement is impossible in the normal bowel. The

average length of the sigmoid is about eighteen inches, and this being

a floating portion of the large gut it îs almost impossible for an instru-

nient tco pass beyond the middle haif of the sigmoîd. Should such be

possible and the tube enter the descendiiig colon it would be a physical

împossibiîity for it to pass either the acute angle at the splenic flexure

or the hepatic flexure. The failure of instruments to pass higli into the

bowel has been demonstrated by x-ray pictures.

Dr. Hanes demonstrated the difficulty in passing any instrument

through the hepatic and splenic flexures by introducing a thirty-inch, No.

2o, French, soft rubber, catheter into the caput coli in an old appendi-

costomy case. He faîled by any kind of manipulation to pass the catheter

through these flexures. The tube was allowed to remain in the head of

the colon for twenty-fqur hours with the hope that peristalsis would

carry it around, but this failed. After manipulating the second tîme

three hours later, four inches of the catheter appeared through the anal

opeping.
He forced bismuth solution into the head of the colon till the wall

of the gut was thoroughly distended and then Dr. E. Bruce made a

skiograph. No regurgitation into the ileumi occurred. This experiment

was repeated a number of times with the results as above given. If the

ileo-cecal valve allows no reflow into the ileumi, then exceedingly large

amnounts of water injec-ted into the bowel are retained in the large gut,
and not 'a part of the amount passed into the small bowel as is supposed
by some.

In an old appendicostomy case, with the patient on the left side,
coal-oil was poured into a colon tube that had been introduced three

inches into the rectum. In six and a haif minutes the oul was flowing,

out of the appendicostomy cpening. The amount employed was thirty
ounces. This clearly demonstrates that liquids wîll easily pass around the
entire colon without flowing through a~ tube. The point is also madle

that coal-oil is mucli less irritating to the miucosa than plain water or

,ordinary aqueous solutions.
The capacity of the large bowel in situ was measured by tempor-

arily closing the opening of an appendicostomy case and allowing coal-

oul to flow into the rectum as long as the patient could tolerate it. At

a later date the saine experliTerit was macle by allowing ol to flow into

the head of the colon. About the saine amount of oul was received in
each case. After making the same experiments in other cases it was
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decided that the average large bowei had a capacity, varying between
fifty and sixty-four ounces.

The capacity of the rectum was ascertain by inverting the patient
and piacing a colpeurynter at the junction of the sigmoid. and rectum,
just within the sigmoid. The colpeurynter was then distended with air
until no fluid could pass into the sigmoid. Coal-oji was allowed to flow
into the rectum tili no more couid be received. It was then drawis off
with a catheter and the average amount was found to be between four-
teen and seventeen ounces.

He insists that the Inverted Position (Hanes) is much to- be pre-
ferred by both patient and operaor when any kind of iiiuminating
instruments are to be employed in the rectum or sigmoid.

HAVE WE AN JDEM. OPERATION FOR INTERNAL HZMORRIIOIDS.
By A. B. COOKE. fLD., of Nashvjine, TSncesoe.

An ideal operation for internai hemorrhoids must embody the tîve
following surgical priniciples and precepts-

i. Complete hemnostasis.
2. Immediate closure of the operative wounds.
3. Pre.servation of the function of the parts.
4. Permanency of cure.
5. Due consideration of the factors of safety, simplicity of technic,

time required for recovery, and the amount of post-operative discomfort.
The ligature operation violates principle 2.
The clamp and cautery operation fails short with referenceý to the

fourth ciass of principies in each of its severai points.
The Whitehead operation violates principles 1, 3, and 5, and is,

nioreover, an unnecessary and unjustifiabie procedure.
The operation by means of Earl's clamp is a modification of the

Whitehead method and a vast improvement upon it, but is apt, Iikewise,
to violate principle 3.

Pennington's enucleation operatîon is open to criticism under
classes i and 5 of the surgicai principles. In spite of its ingenîousness,
it is dangerous.

The Clamp and Suture operation described by the author fulfils ail
conditions, and is entitled to be considered the most nearly ideal of any
yet devised.

A new hemnorrhoidai clamp designed to facilitate the last named
operation was presented and strongly recommended.

ETIOLOGY OP COiqSTiPATioNq.
By HORACE HEATH, M.D., of Denver, Col.

Dr. Heath mentioned two groups-mrisceianeous and mechanical.
Under misceilaneous, the author regarded heredity as unimportant, but
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attention was called to the faulty instruction Of children ini certain fami-

lies. Hie stated that the constipation of infancy was due to undeveloped

muscles, and of old age, to inactivity and atonicîty.

Under mechanical causes he considered,-diet, sedentary life,

abrormal positions, angulations, coloptosis, and hypertrophy of the

rectal valves.
The predisposing diseases mentioned were colitis, stricture, proc-

titi., fissure, hemorrhoids, fistula, polypi, enlarged prostate, and malig-

nant growths.
PHYSILOoGY OF~ CONSTIPATION.

By SAMUEL T. EARLE, M.D., of Baltimnore, Md.

In reveiwing the Physiology of Constipation in the symposium read

before the American Proctologic Society, june, 1911, Farle calls atten-

tion to the sensibility of the alimentary canal ini connection with its

bearing on constipation. It has been shown that the stomach and intes-

tines are quite insensitive to tactile and thermal stimuli, but that the

esophagus and anal canal are sensitive. The whole of the alimentary

canal is, however, sensitive to distension, which produces at first dis-

comfort and subsequently pain. The rectum appears to be more sensitive

than the rest, of theitsietodtnin, o that a largye fecal mass

produces more discomfort when lodged in the rectum than in any other

situation. As a result of this, the normal accumulation of feces in the pel-

vic colon is unaccompanied by any discomfort, whereasr-the entry of

feces into the rectum at once produces a sensation, which acts as a warn-

ing that defecation is necessary. The discomfort produced by the

prcsence of a large mass of feces in the rectum is parly due to the

pressure it exerts on the upper extremity of the sensitive anal canal.

Prolonged retention of feces in the rectum leads to a blunting of its

ser.sibility, so that comparatively littie local discomfort 1$s present in Most

cases of confirmed constipation. But in acute cases or cases of recent

origin, in which the rectum is distended with feces, much discomfort and

occl.sionally severe pain is experienced. On the other hand, even a very

large accumulation in the pelvic colon produces littieý or no discomfort

in the intestine itself.

A large fecal accumulation in the rectum presses directly upon the

anterior primary divisions of the third, fourth and flfth sacral nerve

routes, as they emerge from the sacral foramina. Lt may therefore lead

to neuralgic pain referred to the sacrococcygeal region. Lt is liable to

cause suffering more from its constant presence than its severity; it is

often as severe when the patient lies down as when he takes exercise,

but some relief follows flexion of the lumbar spine. The muscles of the

buttocks and back of the thigh, which receive a small part of their sensory
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and motor supply fromn the third sacrai nerve route, may be the scat of

similar pain. Neuralgic pain or parasthesia, in the form of tingling or

a sensation of heat or cold may occur, in the course of the sciatic nerve,

in the back of the thigh, and occasionaly the sensation of cramp in the

caif is produced. Pain is also occasionally feit in the hip-joint, it receives

part of its nerve supply from the third sacrai nerve. The roots which

supply the muscles of the front of the thigh, art situated out of reach of

the distended rectum, so that in the exceptional cases in which pain is

produced by constipation in his situation, it must be due to pressure

exerted by a fecal mass in the iliac colon on the anterior crural nerve;

and is accordingly only observed on the left side.

That these neuralgic pains are probably due to, the direct presence

of a large and hard mass of feces, on the sacral nerve-routes is shown

by their instantaneous disappearance on completely evacuating the rectum

by anemnata, a formn of treatmnent which was already advocated for

sciatica b>' Columnius, of Naples, at the end of the eighteenth century.

Possibly the erections and seminal emissions, and the frequency of

micturition and nocturnal incontinence, which occasionally resuit from

large fecal accumulation in the rectum, are due to direct irritation of the

third and fourth sacral nerves, and are flot reflex in nature. The spasm

of the sphincter ani andi levator auj muscles, which bas already been

describeti as an occasional complication of the fecal impaction in the

rectum, which occurs in constipation, ma>' perhaps be in part due to.pres-

sure on the fourth sacrai nerve routes.

Neuralgia of the testicles in men and dysmenorrhea in women are

sometimes increaseti by the direct pressure in the rectum on the nervous

suppi>' of the testicles and uterus respectivel>'.

BAcTERX0tOGY AND URINARY FINuINGS Or CONSTIPATION.

By JOHN L. JELKS, M.D., of Memphis, Tern.

The author ativances nc new theories, but expresses his views of

the importance of both chemiîcai and microscopical investigation in con-

nection with clinical proctology, andi the value of these examinations

in cases of atonic constipation.

He refers to the importance of either finding, or eliminating, the

presence of intestinal parasites, that are known to produce lesions in the

intestinal coats and ports of entry of bacteria or their toxins. He

expresses the belief that the destruction wrought to the sub-mucous

structures, the infiltration of plastic material and the contractîng, dis-

torting, scarred portion of the bowel, as also the consequent destruction

of, and interference with the secreting glands, their ducts and the nerve

supply ma>' become important factors in the atonic condition of somne

petîents.
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The author belives it is important to make microscopic examinfa-
tions in ail cases of this character,--both of the crude and washed speci-

mens, and of scrapings from the intestinal wall or from any lesion found

in it. He also examines the urine chemically, and microscopically,
believing this important, owing to the relationship and association of
diahetes, kidney insufficiency and diseases of the kidney with cases of
atonic constipation.

These examinations of the urine aid in determining the proper course
of treatmfent, especially is this, true when indicanuria, casts and sometimes
traces of albumen, indicate the vicarions overwork of the tired and irri-
tated kidneys, as also the intestinal fermentation and coprostatic auto-
intoxication, which resuits in somne cases.

The author refers to the importance also of examination of the
stomach contents after test meals have been given as these may furnish
in some cases a dlue to etiologic factors.

Blood examinations he finds quite important in determining the
amount of opsonic resistance as also for finding infections in the blood,
which matters by lowering the vitality may become factors in the atonic
conditions which were being discussed.

PATHoLoGY AND) DiAGNo5si or CONSTIPATION.

Dy WILLIALM M. BEACII, of Pittaburg, Pa.

Pathology of constipation is naturally considered under two general
heads, namety.-

i. Stasis due to altered secretions;
2. Stasîs due to mechanical obstruction.

The first may be the resuit of neuroses, and acute fermentative indi-
gestion, or a bacillary infection. The anerobes niay attack the contents
of the bowel or the gut wall itself, leading to varying degrees, of inflani-
mation in the colon,-as ulceration, hypertrophic and atrophic catarrh.
-The colon impaired funrctionally or traumatîcally Ieads to stasis and
consecutive inhibition of the fec-al excursion. Such impairment further
disturbs the physiologie lines of defence against the auto-intoxications,-
as

(a) the intestinal mucosa itself;
(b) the liver, and
(c) the antitoxic glands.

Collateral with these phenomena in constipation, are such factors as
cholelithiasis, hypochlorhydria, cholangitis and appendiis, as altered
secretions incident to coprostasis.
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Mechanical obstructions to be reckoned with înclude,-
i. Entroptosis or Glenard's disease;

2. Gastroptosis;
3. Dilatation of the colon;
4. Certain extra-mural and intra-mural sources of obstruction,-~"

pelvic tun-ors and displacements, nephroptosis, enlarge glands, intussus-

certion, rnalignant disease, etc.;
5. Acute angulation at the recto-sigmoid junction, hypertrophy of

(Yfleirre's sphincter, and stiif rectal valves:
6. Disease in the anal canal.
Diagnosis resolves itself into an analysis of the above conditions;,

th differentiate acute or chronic obstruction and the ordinary functional

stasis which may also bc accompanied by the varions forms of colitis.

SEQUeLAE OP CONSTIPATION, INCLUDING AuTo-INTOXICATION.

Dy ALFRED J. ZOBEL, M.D.. of San Frnieco. cal.

In this paper the writer mentions many of those conditions which
seeni to have their origin in chronic constipation with auto-intoxication.
He states that experimental evidence has not yet demonstrated that they
actually do so, but close observation and clinical experience tend strongly
to confirni the theory.

He writes that while all constipated individuals do not necessarily

suifer from those syrnptoms ascribed to auto-intoxication, yet in his

experience most patients with auto-toxic symptoms are constipated. This
may be without their knowledge, and they often deny in good faith that

they are so; but proctoscopic examination generally proves the sigmoid.
anl. rectum to be loaded with fecal matter.

A report is given of the proctoscopic observations made on a number
of cases of hypertrophie arthritis. In almost every instance the Iower
bowel was found filled with a fecal mass, although Most of the patients
positively stated that they had had an evacuation within an hour or two

previous to the time of examination. Thorough.colonic flushings invari-
ably brought about relief from pain, and in time marked improvenient
in their general condition.

These observations are in line with the theory advanced by varions

authors that arthritis defornians may be due to intestinal auto-intoxica-
tion.

Mention is made of the various muscular, arthritic, and neuralgic
pains caused by absorption of toxins from the bowel. These are often
misunderstood, and treatment instituted for rheumatism.

Congestion, irritation, and varions disturbances, both functional and
organic, of the uterus, tubes and ovaries ini the female;- the vesicles, ure-
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thra, and prostate in the maie; and the bladder in both, may resuit from

chronic: constipation. This is due both to the proximity of these organs

to the lowýer bowel and their close physiological relationship.
It is noted that aibuminuria may arise from intestinal stasis, and

mention is made of the opinion advanced by various clinicians that a
neç hritis may even be caused thereby.

The role of constipation with auto-intoxication as casuai factors of
epilepsy, neurasthenia, and varions mental conditions, as claimed by cer-
tain weli known and competent observers, is stated here without com-
ment.

The influence of these conditions on the heart, biood vessels, and the
biood, and its effects on the eye, ear, nose and throat are diiated on in
this paper, and in support of these statements quotations are culled froin
the literature that has appeared on this subject during the past five years.

The writer further briefly mentions a f ew more of those conditions
that are supposed to arise f rom chronic constipation with auto-intoxica-
tion, and concindes by agreeing with the trite observation of Boardman
Reed that, "when we except the exanthems, malaria, syphilis, tuberculosis,
and the diseases caused by traumatisms, by metaliic poisons, and by a few
other toxic agents or infections from without, practically ail the remain-
ing maladies which afflict us and cut short our lives are now directly or
indirectly traceable to auto-intoxication."

NON-SURGICAL TREATMeNT 0r CONSTIPATION.
By DWIGHT If. MURRAY, M.D., of Syracuse, N.Y.

Dr. Murray stated that chronie constipation and its resuits was one
of the worst of the foes to a theaithful human race.

He had neyer known any medication to cure cases A constipation.
As primary causes of ail cases of constipation he considered careiess-
ness, ignorance, and. laziness to be of first importance. The whole medi-
cal profession should teach their cîientele how to care for themselves, and
to train their chiidren in order that constipation couid be eliminated by
educational and prophylactic methods.

Medicine for the use of constipated people have increased until their
number is almost countless. Advertisements which extol particular
cathartics exploited by this or that pharmacist, are well nigh bewildering.

He makes the dlaim that all cathartics finaliy leave those who, use
thern worse than before. He does not entirely interdiet the use of drugs,
as there are cases where they must be used, but almost wholly for tem-
porary relief. He says that a mistaken notion exists iu the minds of the
laity that the feces is composed iargely of débris of food. This, how-
ever, furnishes only a comparatively smali portion of the fecal mass, the
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larger portion being deposited in the large intestine as the ash resulting

f rom the products of metabolisni.

He mentions various exercises, massage, deep breathing, climbing,

sowing, electricity, etc., as being helpful in the treatment and cure of

these cases.
Sigmoid injections of pure olive oil, castor oul or medicinal paraffin

Oit were recommended as aids ini the treatment.

He said that hours could be spent over the various drugs and meth-

ods in detail-after it ail we would be obliged to say, that eternal vigi-

lance as to regularity on the part of the patient must be exercised or a

cure would not resuit.
The key note of his paper is, education and regularity as to period-

icity of the first daily stool. Finally lie believed that the whole profession

had a profound duty to perform for mankind in an educational way for

emaflcipatilig the race froim this insidious foe.

THz SURGICAL TREATMFNT OiÊ CHRONIC CONSTIPATION.

BY LOUIS J. If IRSCHMAN, M.D., of Detroit, Mlich.

Constipation is divided into two great classes; the one class being

due to a lack of functional activity, i.e., dietetie error, improper habit,

neural or trophic influences. The other class, which some of us have

beeii pleased to designate as obstipation includes all cases whose impaired

activity is due to mechanical interference with the normal peristaltic

niovements and expulsive function of the bowel.

Obstipation, or obstructive constipation may be caused by:

(i) The presence of any foreign body, occlusion, contracture,

hypertrophy or accumulation in the intestinal canal.

(2) Dispiacements, acute angulations, distensions, neoplasms, adhe-

sions or compressions of the bowel.

(3) Devclopmental defects and congenital deviations from normal

In as much as the surgical treatmnent of constipation, due to easily

recognized local conditions, is obvious, they are dismissed with mere

mention. Coloptotic constipation represents such a large percentage of

cases of mechanical constipation that its discussion involves the most

important field of surgery in the treatment of constipation. All patients

with ptotic colons are not constipated, nor do ail constipated patients

suifer from coloptosis. There must be in addition to ptosis of the secumn,

transverse or sigmoidal colons, a condition of functional inactivity due

ti atony of the bowel muscle.
Suspensions of ptotic colons by means of fixation by adhesions tu

the abdominal wall are unnatural and interfere with peristalsis. Restora-

tion should be accomplished by shortening the natural support,--the

Milb
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mesentery. Lateral anastamoses between thxe nxost dependent loops of
ptotic bowel is sometimes indicated. Above ail, massage,,botix abdominal
and internai rectal, is of primary importance in restoring function, and
should be used along with either dietary or hygienic measures to restore
bowel function.

CANCER OP~ 'tHE RECTUM.

By J. RAWS0N PENNiNGTON, M.D., of Chicago, M.1

1 take it we are ail agreed as to the increasing frequency of cancer.
At least it seems to me no other conclusion can be drawn from the fol-
k-wing figures: According to the i2th United States census, cancer
appears to have increased Mi. deaths per i00,000 population in the pre-
vious decade. In Great Britain, so we learn from the work of Roger
Williamns, the jdeaths from cancer increased fromn 177 per million in 184o
to 885 per million living in 1905. Williams points out that while the
population barely doubled from 1850 to 1905, the mortaiity from, cancer
Încreased more than six fold. Nor is the increase conflned to, the United
States and Europe, it holds good for japan, India, and even for uncivil-
ized countries. In short, cancer is one of the several diseases which is
apparently increasing, by leaps and bounds, in spite of our boasted pyo-
gress in medicine, surgery and hygiene. Apart from the increased
prevalence, the present death rate from malignant diseases is something
dreedful to, contemplate. Our anxiety in regard to malignant disease of
the rectum is pardonabie when we reflect that a good proportion of can-
cers involve this region. Williams found that 9,6 per Cent. in maies and
5.3 per cent. in females were located in the rectum. Is there anything
that can be done to check this foe? The writer believes there is, and
that this Society may be made a powerful factor for good in sucth a
crusade. In Germany a similar crusade bas been started against cancer
of the uterus by Winters, agitating the subject both among the profes-
sion and the laity, it is estimated that the number of cases of inoperable
cancer of this organ lias been reduced over 30 per cent. as a result of
calling attention to the early symptoms. 0f the 2914 cases Of rectal
cancer in the maie referred to by Williams, 2,592 patients were over 45
Years Of age, and 2,180 of the 2,533 female patients. In the maie sex
again the average age, at which the onset was noted, was 49.7 Years, the
minimum being z6.75, and the maximum 74, while the femjale Semo the
average was 50.4 years with a minimum 21.8 and a maximum of 88
years. This brings me to the crux of my argument, that every person
who bas reached the so called '<cancerous age" should be examnined
periodically for evidence Of cOmmencing carcinoma flot necessarily of
the rectum alone, but in the female for example, of the uteru$ also.
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In 12o resections of the rectum for malignant disease, W. J. Mayo
observes: "It is an unfortunate f act that, in the majority, cancer of the

rectum is not recognized in time to obtain a radical cure." I said a

moment ago that cancer in the beginning is a local disease. This granted,

then early and thorough removal must lead to a cure. It has been shown

that a large proportion of malignant growths originate in scar tissue.

In cancer of the stomach, for example, the Mayos found that no less than
62 per cent. showed evidences of a previous ulcer. In rectal cancer

patients frequently give a history of previous operations on the part.
Does the cancer occur in the scar left from an operation for hemorrhoids

donc by one of 'the commoner methods--ligature, clamp and cautery, or
some other technic leaving much scar tissue and sometimes stricturet
May it not be occasionally engrafted on the scar following the usual
incision method of operating for fistulat Here is a sugestion for us in
our own work, secure smooth healîng by resorting only to such proced-
ure,ý as leave the minimum of cicatricial tissue, hence, the least possible
nidus for possible mischief ini the future. With the co-operation of the
public it seems to me we should learn much about cancer ini the early
stapges. To educate the public we must-as has been weIl said-"-ý1organ-
ize, systematize, deputize, energize, supervise and economize." The
field is broad and the opportun ity is at hand, Shall we grasp it?

PRURITL's ANI, WITH REPORT OF CASES.
By DONLY C. HAWLEY, A.13.. M.D., of Burlîngton, Vt.

In this discussion I do not refer to cases due to intestinal parasites,
errors in diet, etc., in which the pruritus is relieved by proper attention.
to the causative condition, nor so much to the symptoms as to the
p)athologic condition of the skin and nerve endings, which condition is
pathognomonîc.

The nearly constant local cause of pruritus ani is abrasion and
ulceration of the anal canal, accompanied by blind sinuses underneath
or fissures in tbe mucocutaneous lining.

Further, some cases are associated with chronie proctitis, which may
be a factor in prodIucing or increasing the anal abrasions or ulcerations.

The treatment I have adopted. is as follows:

With the patient well anesthetized, the anal canal is dilated, and the
ulceration, together with the sinuses and fissures, are thoroughly cauter-
ized with the Paquelin cautery, and also the entire area of chronic dermal
inflammation.

My aim is to destroy ulcerated areas, the thickened and altered skin
and the pathologic condition of the terminal nerve fibres.

Ma.
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Case I. S. H. E., aet. 62, came under my observation june, 1908.

He had suffered with rectal troubles for 45 years. Twenty years ago

he was operated on for fissure or fistula-was flot Certain which. He

bas had almost intolerable pruritus for eight years, and for the past

year it has been so constant and unbearable, especially at night, that he

bas become a nervous wreck, and has lost 4o pounds in flesh, and bas been

unable to continue his business.

Diagnosis: Chronic pruritus ani. The skin was inflamed, soddened

and thickened over a large area about the anus, with many deep cracks,

and four or five ulcerations and abrasions in anal canal.

Treatment as outlined. Result, cure and no return up to present

time
Case II. W. A., Male, aet. 33. History of pain in rectum for 20

years, and of severe and intolerable pruritus.

Diagnosis: Chronic pruritus ani.

There was a large ulceration in anal canal and three or four blind

sinuses, with an area of white brittle and infiltrated skin with large

cracks about anus.
Operation, same as in Case No. i. Result, cure.

Other cases less severe have been operated upon during past three

years, with satisfactory results.

The treatment outlined is not new rior original, having been advo-

cated by Mr. W. Mitchell Banks, and practiced by Mr. Fred. C. Wallis.

Ball's operation is designed to render anesthetic the skin over the

undercut area.
The operation described accomplishes the same end and besides

destroys lesions in anal canal.

The former operation has resulted in extensive sloughing. To the

latter no such danger attaches.

A PAPER; INTESTINAL STRICTURE FoLLowING ILeO-RECTOSTOMY.
RePORT OP A CASE WAS READ.

By FRANK C. YEOMANS. M.D., of New York City, N.Y.

J. X., a man 46 years of age, was always strong and well, but suf-

fered from severe constipation of many years standing. In October,

i909, an anterior sigmnoidopexy was proposed for "prolapse of the

sigmid." Temporary relief followed, but three months later "periton-

itis" developed. The sanie surgeon operated again, freed numerous

adhesions, divided the ileums just proximal to the colon, closed the

abnormal end and implanted the oral end of the ileum înto the rectum.

Relief of the constipation was prompt, but when he first Consulted Dr.
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Yeomans, in July, 1910, it had returned in an obstinate form with ail the

symptomns o f a marked auto-toxenua superadded.
The proctoscope passed easily, but no opening could be discovered

in the rectum or the sigmoid. An excellent radiograph, by Dr. L. G.
Cole, proved the colon and sigmoid to be unobstructed.

Concluding that the feces, following the path of least resistance,
were accumulating in the colon, Dr. Yeomans did an appendicostomy at
the New York Polyclinic Ilospital, December 16, i910. Irrigation
through the appendix relieved ail symptoms for ten weeks. Constipation
andl toxemia then returncd, however, and he performed an exploratory
Iaparotomy Mardi 14th, i191i. The ileum ran down into the left side of
the pelvis and was lost in a mass of dense adhesions. A broad lateral
anasýtom1osis was made between the ileum, just above the adhesions, and
the sigmoid. The patient reacted well from the operation, but developed
a double pneumonia, i8 hours later, to whici he succumbed on the fifth
day. The urine was suppressed the last 24 hours of ils life. The bowels
moved on the second day, and, thereafter, three or four times daily. At
the autopsy no peritonitis was found. The specimen removed, consisting
of ileum, sigmoid, and rectum intact, showed perfect union of the recent
lateral ileosignmoidostoniy. The remarkable feature of the old end-to-
side ileo-rectostormy was tiat the opening was so, constricted that it would
scarcely admit a 16 F. catheter and physioîogically amounted to a sticture.

The noteworthy features of this case were:
i. Reverse peristalsis of the colon, evidenced by the large quantities

of feces expelled by the irrigations through the appendicostomy.
2. Tie radiograph was valuable in demonstrating a patent sigmoid

anil colon, tiereby proving that the obstruction was ini tie small intestine.
3. Failure of the proctoscope to reveal tie site of tie opening does not

discredit the dîagxlostic value of that instrument, but shows tie extreme
degree of contraction of the opening.

4. The many actions of the bowel signify clearly that the physio-
logical function would have been permanently restored had the patient
survived the pneumonia. The practical lesson derived from a study of
the case is that lateral anastomosis is superior to end-to-side union,
esp<icially in the presence of inflammation.

SYPHJILIS Or THE ANo-RtCTi\L REG;ioN.
By LEWIS M. ADLMR JRt.. M.fl.. of Philadephia, Pa.

The autior related tie historv of two cases of syphilis in which no
outward visible effects of the patient's grave condition existed, except
about tie anus. In both instances, the anus was surounded by syphilitic
crndylornata; the parts were bathed in a fetid sero-purulent discharge
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and the patients' mouths were affected wîth the mucous patches. In one
case the pa'ent was markedly improved by the use of saivarsan and the
other improved under the ordinary mercurial t'eatment, but disappeared
froni observation before a cure could be affected.

The writer then took up the consideration of the usual manifestations
of the disease as affecting the localities under consideration, stating that
the primary iesion,-always a chancre,-occurs about the anal region
nmuch more frequently than is usually supposed. That chancre ot the
rectum proper, in this country, is a very rare occurrence. Where sodomny
and other unnatural vices are practiced, infection may, and, possibly does
occur with greater frequency. That females are oftener affected than
maies, and while the occurrence of the initial lesion about the anus or
within the rectum of men, is almost positive evîdence of the practice of
soclomy; in women, the possibility shouid be remnembered of the infec-
tdon of these parts arising through contact with the maie organ, or from
the vaginal discharges.

That the dîagnosis of ail doubtful cases of syphilis can now be
definitely determined when the patient's blood shows a positive Wasser-
Man reaction and by finding the presence of sphirocheta pallida.

Attention was called to the fact that cases of ano-rectai syphilis
develop the usual symptoms of the disease as when it affects other parts
of the body, and, next to the mouth and throat, the anus is the most fre-
quent site for mucous patches.

Attention was called to the hereditary or congenital form of the
disease; and, among the tertiary lesions, the following principal varieties
were~ enumerated.--Gumnmata; destructive ulceration; stricture; ano-
rectal syphiioma, and proiiferating proctitis.

The article conciuded with a brîef consideration of the treatment of
the disease in which attention was directed to the necessity of care being
exercised in looking after the hygiene in ail its phases; that the consti-
tutional treatment of the disease should not be commenced until a posi-
tive diagnosis is established; that as no one form of mercury, or any one
of the varous methods of its administrations may be empioyed success-
fuiiy in ail cases, the indîvîduai requirements of each person shouid be
the guide.

Ehrlich's remedy,--salvarsan,-had in several instances been
employed with excellent resuits, but the author wouid not depend upon
its empioyment alone, believing that mercury should supplement its use.

* In the use of saivarsan, it was advised that no one treat patients
with it, except those speciaiiy trained in its preparation and administra-
tion.
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FoREIGN BODIES IN VIF REXCT-UM.

Diy T. L. H1AZZARD, M.,. of Pitburgb. l'a.

The paper consisted miostly of a recital of four recent cases o1 1ot-
eciu bodies in the rectum. Two were ini children, ini which the sub-
stances were accidently swallowed, and the others were aduits who
initroduced the bodies directly into the rectum through some perversity:

Case i. Baby girl, two years old. Referred for dysentery of threc
months' duration. The chief symptorns being bloody stools, mucus and
tentsmus. No digital or othier local examnination had previously beezi
mnade. Examnination withi the littie finger showed. the presence of sonie-
thing lying across the bowel, low, down. A guarded pair of scissors was
introduced, and this biody was easily cut ini haif and remoi<ved. It proved
to be a miatch, or at lcast, nearly two-thirds of one. Although the ends
of this miatch were firmily fixed in the sides of the intestine, no abscess
followed. Recovery was rap)id ami uneventful.

Case --. Bloy, a littie older than the first case. The symrptorns, con-
ditions and procedure were the saine as the preceding case, but the zor-
eig-1 body was a boue from a frog's leg.

These cases show the necessity for rectal examinations. In one
case a bacterial mnicroscopical test hadj been iade, but was rather mis-
le;i(ding than othierwise.

Case 3. Self introductionl into the rectumi of a prescription bottle,
a "Baltiniore oval- 3 oz. l'le mouth was uipward. After considerable
trotible it was remnoved by riearis of a blunt hook. It had. been in the
bowul for threc dlays. No anlesthetic niecessary. The case progressed
without any untoward incident. lie gave no reason for his action, and
no questions wvere asked, as lie wvould not have told the truth.

Case 4. Adýuit, agedl 45. H-ad been a cow-puncher. At present has
no occupation. Carne to Allegheny Ilospital. Examination showed the
presence of a very thin beer glass, 2 inches wide, at the top, and »yJ
inches tait. Sphincters conitracted. No bleeding and, but littie discon-
fort. In attenipting to remnove it, it was, broken. After it was extracted
there was considerable bleeding from the rectum. He developed pelvic
peritonitis, and a rather large tumnor developed in the left iliac region.
Thi, passed away and he was discharged ini about three weeks, not alto-
gether well of the pelvic pains.

General treatinent in ail cases was rest in bed, with frequent wash-
ing, of the bowvel with a i per cent. solution of creoline and normal sait.

THE LIMITATIONS OF THE USE AND TUFE METHODS OF EMFLOYING

LALA ANESTEErsiA IN RECTAL SuR.t-xy.
By LEWIS H. ADLER, Jit., MA),, of Pidlad.lpbia. Pa.

The author quoting frorn a recent article of a distinguished proctolo-
gist states: "Patients seriously object to a general anesthetic, and
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because of this and the fact that inost minor ano-rectal operations can
be painlessly performed under local anesthesia induced by sterile water,
or a one-eighth of one per cent. eucaine solution, I have discarded gen-
eral narcosis in about eighty per cent. of my rectal operations."

In taking exception to this general statement he questions the wisdom
of sending it broadcast and advocating a method which ini the hands of
one flot particularly skilled in rectal work would, in his opinion, only
leac~ to disaster.

He caîls attention to the water logging of the tissues, when bulhi-
cient anesthetic be used, whether cocaine, eucaine, sterile water, or other
agents and to the subsequent retarding of the recovery of the patient and
the danger of haemorrhage from allowing patients to be about on their
feet, eiting a case which proved conclusively the force of his arguments.

The author claimed a thorough understanding of the underlying
conditions can rarely lie made without the aid of general anesthesia. The
latter when administered by a competent anesthetizer is flot attended
with any more danger of risk than the indiscriminate employmnent of
local anesthesia.

He caîls attention to the fact that it is essential to, remove the anes-
thetic when the sphincter is divulsed, as deep inspiration thus induced
would cause too much of the drug to lie inhaled suddenly, and rmght
cause alarming or fatal resuits.

Rectal diseases, which may lie treated under local anesthesia he con-
siders under two divisions: (r) Those admitting of office treatment; (2)
those requiring treatment at home or in a hospital.

In the opinion of the author external piles or other excrescences
arovnd the anal region, some fissures-in-ano, and aliscesses (of not too
large an extent î , are the orly affections coming within the range of
-operations which can with propriety be performed in the office under
local anesthesia. He warns the operator that trivial fistula, often have
diverticulae and are riot readily discoverable except under general
anesthesia.

Under the second heading lie speaks of internaI colostomy and
internal hemorrhoids and warns the operator that the temperarnent of the
patient must always be taken into account. Highly nervous patients will
n<ot stand manipulation of the intestines, and the abdominal muscles are
apt to be rigid.

The author mentions the different drugs used in local anesthesia,
the vÎbratory method of Hirschman, the methods used in getting the parts
anesthetized and the after treatment.

The trend of the article is not to throw cold water on the valuable
procedure of local anesthesia, but to insist that the cases must be suitable
and in the hands of men of experience.
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MEDICINE.
Ulider the chage ofA. 3. KACKENZII, ]B.A., 11.1., Totoixto.

TREAIMENT 0F CQUGH.

Cough is a sensational, reflex phenomenon following centripetal
excitation, having its seat in any part of the organism.

It is thus, says Dr. Hirtz, that one hears of nasal, auricular, gastric,
hcpatic, ovarian and cerebral cough. To tell the truth, cough lus only been
produced experimentally by exciting the respiratory tract, and the exist-
ence of cough of visceral origin is only proved by old text-books.

Cough due to a lesion of the respiratory apparatus can be very effi-
caciously relieved by treatment appropriate to the affection in cause. Con-
sequently, it is important to make a complete examination of the patient
so as to arrive at an exact diagnosis of the affection.

opium and its Alkaloids.-It is almost always easy to relieve cough
by the aid of opiumn or its alkaloids. It acts by anialgising the infiamed
surfaces, by dimninishing the excitabîlity of the motoir nerves and by calm-
ing the spasms of the muscular fibres; it also diminishes the secretions.
These dîfferent properties make opium a heroic remedy for cough, but by
reason of its activity it can become really dangerous by suppressing the
secretion and provoking in the aged encumbrance of the bronchi by muco-
cities. Children ili support opium, especially those whose kidneys are out
of order.

Moderators of the Reqlex.-3romîde of potassium, belladonna, hyo-
scymius, strarnonium. These agents act by diminishing the reflex power.
Uromide of potassium is frequently prescrÎbed for conclusive cough; it
provokes anzesthesia of the mucous membrane. Belladonna and atropine
produce dryness of the throat and of the larynx. They should not be
prescribed where expectoration is undesirable.

Anti-spasmodics.-Among the anti-spasmodies, valerian, cherry laurel
water, aconite, chloroform water, are chiefly employed. Aconite relieves
the cough by acting on the peripheric nervous systemn and by diminishing
the congestion, while chloroform, water is elminated by the bronchi, pro-
ducing a certain amount of anSthesia.

Drugs ActÎng on the Secretion.-Certain drugs have the reputation of
acting on the bronchial secretion, eîther by diminishing it (tannin) or by
diminishing the viscosity (bicarb. of soda, hyposulph. of soda, tar, ter-
pine).

Expectorants, Emetics.-The best known are senega, soap bark, oxide
of antimony, hippo.
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Sulphurous Waters.-Indicated in cough due to chronic and non-con-
gestive lesions of the larynx, bronchi. (Uriage, Luchon, Cauterets,
Barèges, Enghien, Allevard, etc.)

TREATMENT or~ DIVERS ArPeZCTIoNs.
Cough in Laryngitis and Tracheitis.-Here it is flot necessary to ilave

recourse to heroie measures, as the lesion can be successfully treated by
inhalations and hot compresses to the front of the neck.

Menthol, i0 gr.
Thymic acid, io gr.
Tincture of eucalyptus, 2 dr.
Phenic acid, i0 gr.
Cherry laurel water, 3 Oz.
Tincture of beuzoin, Y2 dr.

A teaspoonful in a small bowl of boiling water and inhaled through a
funnel.

If this treatment is flot sufficient opium and aconite might be pre-
scribed.

Acute Bronchiis.-Warmn drinks, opium, or its derivatives and anti-
spasrnodjcs to, relive the nervous system. Each practitioner has his special
formula. In the chronic form, the balsams already mentioned are indi-
cated.

Pleurisy.-Patients suffering from pleurisy are frequently tormented
by a littie dry cough corning on by change of position. This cough can be
rehieved by revulsives and anti-spasmodics.

Whooping Cough.-Here opium in aIl its forms gives good results
(paragoric elîxir at the dose of five drops a day for eachi year of the
patient). Bromoform, antipyrin, chlorai have also been trîed with variable
re.suits.

Pneumonia.-Expectorants, dry or wet cupping, bleeding, etc.
Pu*nonary Tuberculosis.-It is especially in consumption that it is

necessary to distinguish between the dry cough that brings up nothing
and the expectorating cough which drains, so to speak, the lungs. The
cough can be relieved by the varions agents mentioned, but morphia, which
is iII borne by consumptives, should be prescribed with precaution.-.Mtdi.
cal Press and Circular.

THE TREATMENT OF BACILLARY DYSENTERY.

F. S. Meara, New York (Interstate Médical Journal, September),
ini discussing the treatrnent of dysentery limîts himself to that type pro-
duced by the bacillus (or group of bacilli) spoken of as the bacillus
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dysenteriae. Rest in bed which takes away most of the stimulus to
încreased peristalsis, is desirable in ail cases, though in the milder cases
the patient wiii often flot accede to such plan. In the more severe cases,
however, this becomtes imperative, and speciai stress is laid by the author
upon the selection and arrangement of the sick-room, and bed. Miik nicets
the dietary requirements better than any other food. The writer's routine
practice has been to put the patient on a milk diet, ordering the milk boiled
and given every two hours, the patient to take what hie wiil of 8 ounces.
When the temperature disappears and the stools have lost their diarrheal
character, bariey jeily and thoroughly boiled rice, and later toast, then
egg,-and graduaily tbe resumption of normal diet. Water shouid be
given freely and ail food muist be given warm. A dose of castor oil, from
Y/2 to 1 ounice is especialiy recommended at the onset of tbe trouble. iËoi-
iowing this the author bas found the foiiowing prescription especially
grati fying probably due to the ol. ricini:-

X~ Tr. opii deodcrati,.............................i
Salol ............................ 26Olci ricini ....... .............. .............. 10M. et Div il, capsuloe No. XV.

S. Onle every 2 ilour4.
For the coiicky pains biot fomentations are often of value. Comfort

rnay aiso be afforded by warm rectal irrigation ait ioo degrees--îo 5 degrees
F. of pbysiological sait solution. About 2 quarts may be used at a time, in
some cases even more. The irrigation may bie followed by an astringent,
the best being silver nitrate. Lt shouid be used in incrcasing strengths, i
to 2,000 at first and increasing up to i to 500. If tbe solution of silver
gives great pain ît is too strong. and may be neutralized by sait solution.
The treattînent must be intermitted occasionaliy to let the mucosa recover
from any possible irritation by the silver. At times the chronicity of the
disease may be due to the irritation tbese verY measures keep up and a
cessation of local measures is foilowed by rapid recovery. If tbe tenesmus
is very severe the following suppository is recommended:-

R Opii pulveris.............................. ýgr. 1
Exctr. belladonnae fol ........................ gr. 3
Olei theobromatis ........................... q. S.

When the pain is too great to be relieved by these, morphine hypo-
dermicaily bad to, be used. For the diarrhea the author relies upon opium
rather than bismuth, for which hle has slight regard. The opium need
rareiy be used in greater dosage than one drop of the tincture every two
hours. In convalescence from severe cases niuch too littie use is made
of carbohydrates in the dietary. Barley, rice, farina, bread and butter,
and cereal soups should ail be used. Beef, mutton and chicken and the
purées of the vegetabies may also be ailowed. Under-nutrition is to be
carefully avoided.

.. ......... - .-
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SODIUM CINNAMATE IN TUBERCULOSIS.

Lautier, of Bordeaux, in the Journal de médecine de Paris for Aug-
ust 12, 1911, states that this sait may be given per os, hypodermically, or

intramuscularly. Whatever method is used, the dose remains at one and a
haif grains daily. For administration by the mouth:

a Sodium cinnamate...................... grains xv:
Distilled water............................... j

M. Sig. - Dessertspoonfui twice a day before meals.

For hypodermic or intramuscular injection:

l3 Sodium cinnamate....................... grain jss
Physîologîcal solution .... .................. .

M. For one injection.

As the hyperleucocytosis caused by sodium cinnamate lasts only somne
twenty-six hours after absorption, it is necessary that the patient receive
a daily dose sufficiently large to keep his organism in a perfect condition
of resistance.-New York Medical Journal.

PSORIASIS.

L. D. Bulkley, New York (Journal A. M. A., August 26) says that
the medical profession does not seem to appreciate the value of an exclu-
sive vegetable diet-in the treatment of psoriasis. He has, therefore, been
led to keep a list of his recent private cases who, have been under a vege-
tarian diet for the last two years. He remarks, first, that psoriasis is not
very common as an eruption in this climate, but it is stili more rare in
.-warmner climates, and, during a prolonged trip to the East he could flot
learn of its occurrence among the vegetarian, chiefly rice-eating, natives.
He gives a tabulated analysis of a large number of private cases showing
the age of the incidence of the disease, it most frequently occurring dur-
ing early maturity and nmiddle life, but it may begin during infancy and in
quite a number of cases it began during childhood. Its persistence is
shown by duration for twenty, thirty, or even fifty years in a large number
of cases. During the two years in which he has kept a special record lie
has observed 134 cases of psoriasis who have kept more or less faithfully
on a vegetarian diet, nearly one-half of them absolutely vegetarian.
Patients who have relapsed into a free meat eating diet have had a recur-
rence of the eruption or an aggravation of what remnained in many cases,
though in some instances it did not seem to cause the disease. A certain

number of people, however, are, he thinks, as shown byý the evidence,
in.capable of properly assimilating much proteid substance. He îs accus-
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toîned to, tell his patients that the vegetable diet must he continued
indefinitely as the disease nia) return whenever the intake of proteids is
greater than the system can manage. The urinary examination of patients
with psoriasis showed, in the average, deviations froin the normal, indicat-
ing imperfect metabolism of nitrogenous elements. The average specifie
gravity was 1,026, rnuch higher figures being flot uncommon as the aciditywas invariably high, uric acids and urates abounding and the ureaÎi.creased even double the normal amount. Hence the value of aikalincdiuretics with the vegetable diet, whîch is flot alone sufficient in many casesthough the niost important part of the treatmrent. There are some articlesfrom, the vegetable kingdom which must be guarded against. Alcohol inany form, even the lightest beer, is prejudicial, and in somne cases coffee,chocolate and cocoa are better excluded. Butter is the only animal pro-duct allowed, except possibly a ver)' little fat bacon occasionally. Toomuch indulgence in sweets is to be avoided and acid fruits seemn somnetimesto înterfere with the treatment,

MALIGNANT ENDOCARDITIS.

Ihonmas E. Satterthwaite (Mcld. Record, july r5th, 1911) states thatrnalignant endocarditis is a simple endocarditis that has becomne infected.it is in most instances a fatal disease. The author has studjed 100 casesrecorded in the reports of three hospitals in New York: the New York,St. Luke's, and the Presbyterian. The statistics are as follows: NewY ork, admissions 88,365, cases 5o; St. Luke's, admissions 14,266, cases45 ; Presbyterian, admissions 33,592, cases i 18; total, 136,223 admissions;cases treated, 213. The infecting organisms are various: the strepto.coccus, staphylococcus, pneumococcus, gonococcus, etc, Some cases areexamples of mixed infection. The disease is rare under 3 Or 4 years ofage, and is chiefly found during early niiddle life. It is accompanied byhîgh fever, petechiae, haemorrhages, headache, and diarrhoea. The leuco-cytes are diminished in number, and the haemoglobin index is low.Rheumatism accompanied 37 per cent. of the cases. Cultures shouldalways be made, but the results cannot always be depended upon. Whenthey are negative one must depend upon leucopenia, enlarged spleen,haemorrhages, previous endocarditis, displacement of the heart precordialpain, and a septic temperature. The prognosis is bad, 85 per cent- of thecases dying. Histories are given of 5 cases whîch were improved orcured. The indications for treatment are rest, abundant food, liberationof pus when possible, and quinine and îodine înternally.-Brtish Medical
Journal.
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SURGERY.
Under the charge etfI .BEATTY M B M RCS, Eng, andA. B. PERFECT. M.D., CU.,

Surgeons to the *tÎÎonto Westerni HoiptA.

DECAPSULATION 0F THE KIDNEY IN CHRONIC BRIGHT'S
DISEASE.

James Tyson (Med. Record, July 8th, ix i i ) presents the histories of
fcur cases in which decapsulation of the kidneys was done for the cure
of Bright's disease, with excellent resuits as far as the improvemnent of
health and the abîlity to work was concerend . In none of them did the
albumen entirely disappear. These resuits are flot as good as. those
claimed by Edebohis, who reports 14 ideal cures Out Of 7:2 cases operated
upon. The author dlaims that this operation is so serviceable that it
should be done more frequently. It is demanded by stubborn persistence
of symptoms which cause inconvenience or danger to if e, such as dropsy,
uraemia, anuria, and excessive aibuminuria. The operation should not be
considered until medical treatment bas failed. Obstinate haematuria,
pcrinephritis with miliary abscesses, hydronephrosis, and pyonephrosis ail
justify the operation. It is contraindicated by age, valvular heart disease,
extensive cardio-vascular changes, retînitis aibuminurica, etc. The cause
of the improvement after operation has been claimed to be due to relief
of congestion and the formation of new vascular connections after the
remnoval of the capsule, and before the formation of the new capsule which
is soon formed. The immediate benefit is ascribed by Edebohis to the
massage of the kidney which is produced during the handling of the kid-
ney at operation. The cases most favourable for the operation are chronic
parenchymatous nephritis, according to the author, and interstitial
nephritis according to Edebohls.-Britiç* Medical Journal.

OMENTAL CYSTS.

Stanley Stiliman, San Francisco (Journal A. M. A., August 26),
reports a case of lymphangioma of the omentum. which is of interest, not
only on account of its rarity, but for the evidence that it furnishes of the
theory of Jacobi that true serous cysts of the omentum all have their
origin in the lymph-vessels of the omentumn. The patient, a woman of 42,
ntarried, with one child, came to him on account of an abdominal tumor,
first noticed five years previously, which steadily increased ini si=e
Examýination disclosed a tumor the size of one's head attached to the
uterus but quite freely movable, which was diagnosed as pedunculated
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rnyofibromna. During operation it was found that the tumor was also
attached to the lower border of the great omentumn by a pedicle as thick
as one's thumb and containing many large blood-vessels. When the
omentumn was pulled down it was found to contain between its peritoneal
surfaces numerous elongated, tortuous, exceedingly thin-walled cysts dis-
trîbuted throughout the omenturn and varying ini size and length. The
entire omentum was remnoved after ligating along the lower border of the
colon. The blood-vessels, especially the veins, were enlarged and the
dilatations or cysts were unmistakably enlarged iymph-ducts, ail showing
a characteristic lobulation comparable to that of the distended colon. Thecase was similar to one described by Fitz in the Lane lectures inig191.Froma a study of the literature he is of the opinion that there have beentwenty cases of serous cysts recorded besides that reported by Fitz andhis owni, mnaking twenty-two ini ail]. He gives brief condensations of thehistories of these cases and mentions otlhers that are more or less doubtful,and somne of whichi he hias flot bcen able to obtain access to the histories.As far as diagnosis is concernied in these cases it is generally admittedthat it is practically impossible before operation. Most of the cases havebeen mistaken for tuiberculouis peritonitis witlh ascites or for ovarian cystwith a long pedicle.

THE SFI.ECTION 0F OPIERATI0N' IN I3ILIARY DISEASE.

Howard Ulienthal, New York (New York Mcdical Journal, Juîy i,1911 i) bas always been an advocate of cholecystectomny and is not in symn-
patby with the recent trend of surgeons toward cholecystostomny He
renews ail the arguments that have made in favor of the latter operation
and sees no reason to change his view. His only contraindications tocbolecystectomny are the following: i. Grave complicating diseases, e.g.
typhoid fever. Here, also, hie advocates later removal of the gall-bladder
to prevent: as far as possible the patient becoming a typhoid carrier. 2.Complete obstructive jaundice. A second stage remnoval of the gaIl-blad-
der is even bere indicated, especially if the patient has signs of hepatic
cirrhosis. 3. In aged or feeble patients and in those who take the anaesthetic
badly, in order to save time and shock. Lilienthal describes minutely hisoperation of cholecystectomny..-Am. Jour. of Surgery, Aug., 1911i.

THE CHOICE 0F THE ANAýSTHETIC.

Dr. Arthur Dean Bevan, of Chicago, submitted the following con-
clusions: r. The anaesthesia must bie placed in trained professional hands.
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2. The methods of giving the anxsthetic and the apparatus enmployed should
be as simple and uncomplicated as possible. 3. The an2esthetic mixture and
sequences should be, like the old shot gun prescriptions of the past,
avoided, and the patient's lIfe flot jeopardized by the exhibition of two, or
more powerful poisonous agents at the same time which might intensify
one the action of the other, or mask the ordinary danger signais. 4. For
routine work ether by the open or drop method was the safest and most
satisfactory arnSsthetic, and in the usual run of cases in a hospital service
the amzesthetic of choice in from seventy-five to eighty per cent. of the
cases. Ether should flot be employed for rectum operations. 5. Chloroiorm
should be discarded as a routine anaesthetic. Lt produced too many
immediate and late deaths to; warrant its general employment. Lt was only
in the exceptional case, as in a laryngectomy where one might feel that the
direct introduction of chloroform vapor into the trachea might produce
sufficiently less irritation to the mucosa with less risk of pneumonia, than
ether, that there was reason to employ it. 6. Nitrous oxide gas was the
anoesthetic of choice for short operations, manipulations, and examina-
tions. Lt was also the anoesthetic of choice in operations upon patients withi
seriously impaired kidneys, and often in cases in extremely bad condition,
as typhoid perforations, general peritonitis, etc. Lt should not be employed
in patients with bad hearts. Lt was not as satisfactory an anaesthetic as
ether, and it should not be employed in preference to ether in patients who
were good surgical risks. 7. Local anoethesia, with cocaine and similar
agents had a fimited field of usefulness. The amount of cocaine employed
by infiltration should always be short of a toxic dose, from one tenth to
one fourth of a grain. Lt should be employed in normal sait solution with
small amount of adrenalin. WThere the amount did not exceed one tenth
of a grain it might safely be preceded by a small dose of morphine and
scopelamine. 8. Spinal cord anoesthesia had to-day no place in surgery. 9.
The use of morphine and scopolamine before a general anoesthetic brought
with it dangers which were not compensated for by any advantages, and
the method should be abandoned or limited to specially selected cases.-
New York Medical Journal.

THE MODERN TREATMENT 0F SIMPLE FRACTURES.

Within the last few years a great impulse has been given to the oper-
ative treatmnent of simple fractures, and to-day the question as to whether
we should treat themn by the older methods or by open operation is one of
much debate, and one on which, there is an ever-increasing divergence of
opinion.
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Mr. W. Arbuthnot Lane, of London, has brought this matter very
prominentiy before the American medical profession. His excellent work
and his radical opinions have done much toward creating a spirit of unrest
among surgeons.

The x-ray bas aise had a very disturbing influence, and has led many
to be dissatisfied with resuits which formerly would have been entirely
satisfactory both to the surgeon and to the patient.

There is no doubt that a simple fracture may be a difficuit injury to
treat, and there is also, no doubt that too large a proportion of such cases
have been unsýatisfactorily treated. But shahl we set aside entireiy our old
methods of treating fracture!;? And shaîllwe resortVo the operationin ail
simnple fractures in the fulture? Most emphaticaiiy No!

If we resort to the operative treatment of all our simple fractures, we
shall find ourselves unidertaking a very difficuit procedure and we shaîl
have bad resits in as great or even a greater proportion than in the past.

Let usq consider a simple fracture o)f the shaft of a long boue andwhat we may expect if suich a fracture be -kilfully treated by the older
metbod of reduction and replacenment. aided by proper extension and fixa-tion. We may and shouild expect to have littie or no deformity, little orno shorteuxng. no permanent nor proionged disorder of the neig-hboring
joints, and we shouid certaiuly expect to have an absoiutely usefull and
serviceabie iimb.

lias this heen therumi iithe past? It certaiuiy bas been. Have there
been too many excePtious I There certaiuiy have been. The one aud
greatest reason why wet have had failtîres or partial failures is the fact that
in our hospital practice simiple fractures are ordinariiy left to the care of
the imperfectly traiued internes, and that they have not received the fuil
benefit of the highest skiil of the most experienced surgeous,

Now let us consider for a moment what may be the range of bad
resuits which make up our failures or partial failures under the older plan
of treatmeut. We mnay have deformity, shorteuiug, more or iess stiffening
of ueighboriug joiuts, perhaps persîstentiy painful iimbs, but it may be
çaid that loss of iimb îs neyer to be expected and that Ioss of life is prac-
ticaily out of the question.

Now, on the other haud, what may be the conditions Vo be cailed fail-
tires or partial failures as the resuit of the operative treatment of simple
fractures? In the first place there is always a risk to life. Death wili
occtur in a certain proportion of cases. There is always the danger of les-
ing a limb or destroyîng a joint, and there are aiso the minor risks of
deformity, shorteuing, and of painful limbs. These minor risks of the
operative method are the major risks of the non-operative treatment.

Sureiy the operative method should be resorted to wheuever we are
unable to obtain a satisfactory resuit by non-operative measures. Certain
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cases will present themselves to every surgeon where he cannot bring about
a satisfactory, anatomical and surgical reduction of the fragments, or
where it will be found impossible to efflciently retain themn in place with-
out onie of the recognized operative methods.

Persorially, I think that we are very much where we have been for
many years as far as this question is concerned. I think that our endeavor
and expectation should be to treat successfully our simple fractures by
non-operative measures, except in a limited number of cases. I think that
we should always expect and demand of ourselves a thoroughly good prac-
tical result. I mean by that such restoration as to leave the patient with-
out deformity, without impediment and without pain, and with a
thoroughly useful limb as far as ail its normal functions are concerne&.
I arn sure that this can be brought about in almost ail cases of simple frac-
ture, if they are treated with the best SUI of a surgeon who is qualified
and competent to performn so serious and hazardous an operation as that
for a simple fracture.

To-day there are too many non-surgeons doing surgery. If men who
are unable to obtain good resuits by the non-operative treatment of frac-
tures undertake to treat them by operative methods, the results wîll be
disastrous and surgery will be exposed to serions disgrace.-PARKER SYMS.

International Journal of Surgery, May, 191!.

GYNAECOLOGY AND> ABDOMINAL SURGERY.
Under the charge ni S. M. MAT . M. C.M.. Gynoeaologlit ta the Toronto western Hospital. and

Consulting Surgeon, Toronto Orthopedic Hospital.

RELATION 0F THE THYROID GLAND TO THE FEMALF.
GENERATIVE ORGANS.

JR. Goodaîl and L. C. Corm (Can. Med. Assoc. Jour., igiî, T.
4o4; Surg. Gyn. Obst., 1911, xii, 457) record the history of a woman of
sixty-nine years in whom, the thyroid gland had enlargeil synchronously
with the onset and progress of chronic pelvic tuberculosis. The uterus
and appendages were removed and a tubo-intestinal fistula closed. The
thyroid gland then diminished rapidly to below the normal size. In
atternpting to decide which of the conditions stood in the position of cause
and which in that of effect, the writers have studied a number of other
cas1es which showed symptoms referable to the thyroid in conjunction with
pelvic symptoms and have considered the views of others. They conclude
that the relation between the femnale genitals and the thyroid is very ixiti-
mate. The generative organs which stand in such close relation wîth the
thyroid are the ovaries. The uterus is devoid of any influence upon thy-
roid activity, except in that its function may affect the ovarian function
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and through this the thyroid. Thyroid activîty is in a measure under the
governance of ovarian activity. Ovarian hyperactivity is a frequent cause
of the development of exophthalmic goiter. Dimninished, or absent,
ovarian activity usually coincides withi miyxedlem-a. Puberty, menstrua-tion, pregniancy, lactation, and menopause, exercise a profound influenceupon thyroid secretion. Thyroid secretion and ovarian secretion do flotsupplement each other; they neutralize eachi othier. The ovary bas twosecreting structures, the corpora lutae and the interstitial celis. It is thesecretions froni the latter which seeni to bring the ovary and thyroid intosuch close relation.-dmerjcan Journal of Obs. and Diseascs of Women
and Childrent.

THE AýPPENýDIX IN GYNAECOLOGY.
Felix Legueu (L-a Gyn., Nlarch, i911), reviews the position of theappendix ini various gynaecology troubles. With somne surgeons it is arule in ai gynaecologicaî operations to rem'Ove the appendix whietherdiseased or îlot. This is the practice of the author. In inany of these casestîtere lias never heen an appendlicial crisis. In~ thiirty-two cases of appendicrcmoved in the couirse of arosoperaitionslý a miicroscopic examinationwas miade. The histories of these cases, and their findings are detailed.The cases of adnexitis show that ini a large proportion of them there werelesions of the appendÎx as well. Even w'hen the appendix was distant fromthe tube it wvas found to be altered, showing that the inflammation hadbeen propagated to the appendix by peritoneal or subserous paths .Theselesions were such as to deniand the removal of the appendices. Removalof the appendix is the necessary complernent of salpingectomy or hyster-ectomy for catarrhal or suppurative salpingitis. In the absence of lesionsof the adnexa the appendix is, less likely to be involved, but even in thesecases the author thinks it better to remove the appendix. Even with a'normal appenix there can be no objection to the renioval of an organwhose fragility exposes it to alteration at any time. In every case oflaparotomy for gynaecological disease the appendix should be removed,as a routine procedure.-Arerîcauî Journal of Obstetrics and Diteases ofWomen and Vhildren.

THE DILATATION TEST FOR CIIRONIC APPENDIÇrrIS.
W. Il. Bastedo, New York (Amerîcan Journal of Medical Sciences,July, 19 11 ) reaffirms the value of his test in the diagnosis of chronic orlatent appendicitis. This test consists in dilating the colon with air through
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a rectal tube. "If, as the colon distends, pain and tenderness to finger

point pressure beconie apparent at McBurney's point, there is appendicitis.

The test is not required in acute cases, or in undoubted chronic cases. The

author recommends it in cases of persistent hyperchiorchydria. As is well

known, a latent appendicitis may have its chief manifestation in a stomach

derangement. The test is of especial value in differentiation between

appendicitis and disease of the right adnexa. The author reports five

cases in which the test proved of value.

PERSONAL AND NEWS ITEMS.

ON TARI O.

Dr. Primrose has returned to town.
Dr. Lee Strathy, of Tcronto, sailed for England two weeks ago.

Dr. H. A. Bruce had an enjoyable trip to the Saguenay.
Dr. W. P. Cavan spent June, July, and August near Bobcaygeon.
Dr. Murray McFarlane has remnoved to igo Bloor Street E., Toronto.
Dr. William Jamieson, of Wellandport, has been appointed an

assistant coroner for the County of Lincoln.
Dr. Buchanan, of India, who returns to bis work in October, is

visiting friends in West Toronto.
Dr. W. H. Pepler, who has been spending his bolidays at Cedar-

hurst, has returned home with his family.
Dr. W. H. Robertson has moved into bis new home at the corner

of Concord and Bloor Streets.
Dr. J. J. Cassidy and family have returned to Toronto after spene-

ing the summner at their home at Long Brancb.
Dr. and Mrs. F. C. Hood have returned to Toronto from, Pointe

Au Barie where they spent their bolidays.
Dr. C. A. Campbell was marnied on 27th September to Miss F G.

McLeod. Botb are residents of Toronto.
Dr. and Mrs. Crawford Scadding and their daughter have returned

to Toronto after spending the summer abroad.
Dr. and Mrs. J. H. Radford, of Gaît, announce the marniage of their

daughter, Helen, to Mr. A. Melvin in the first week in October.
Dr. C. R. Dickson, of Toronto, bas returned from Philadephia and

Atlantic City.
Dr. and Mrs. P. N. G. Starr, of Toronto, have returned to town

from their cottage on the Georgian Bay.
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Dr. Charles O'Rielly, of Toronto, left about the middle of August
for a two month's trip to Bnitain and France.

When Dr. Reeve was ini England, the University of Manchester
conferred on him the degree of LL.D.

Dr. G. A. Bingham, of Toronto is making good progreas towards
recovery froni his severe injuries.

Dr. G. S. Ryerson attended the British M1edical Association. He
,peciatlly represented Canada and the University of Toronto.

Drs. Geo. Ross and King, Snmith, of Toronto, spent a holiday in
Europe.

Dr. Livingstone wiII specialize disease of the nose, throat, and car,
at 418 Bloo-r Street WVest, Toronto.

Dr. Bruce bas been, appointed to the charge of the Tubercuksis
Sanitarium. Londlon, Ont.

The city of Toronto bas purchased a site in the Township of York for
the 1solation Hlospital.

Dr. 1-elen MlNac«iutrchyý hias vacated hier position as One of the Tor-
onto 'Medical Inspectors of Publlic Schol

Dr. GoeW.ageoan old Torotot boy, and now residing inLondon, Enigland, bas been home on a visit.
Dr. Duncan Graham has been appointed lecturer in Bacteriology,

Medical department. University of Toronto.
Dr. B3. F. Mý\cKenzie, of Toronto, 'so wvelI known in connection with

thc Orthopedic H-ospital, bas recovercd from an attack of appendicitis.
Dr. J. N. E. Brown and Mrs. Brown have returned from their three

months' trp through Europe.
Dr. W. E. Struthers, Chief Medical Inspector of Public Schools,

was quite iii duning August and the early part of September. Hie has
now reg-ainied his health sufficiently to resume his officiai duties.

Dr. Boyd, of Coldwater, met with a very severe accident On 3oth
August. His car overturned upon bum, causing a fracture of bis Ieg and
two ribs.

Dr. and Mrs. James H. Cotton, Mis, Margaret and Mr. James
Cotton have returned froni Muskoka and are now living at their new
homie, 7o3 Spadina Avenue.

Dr. B. L. Riordan is now steadily împroving from, bis lengthy
illness. About nine months ago hç had typhoid fever followed by
pleurisy.

Dr. McRae, Who was located for many years at the corner of Col-
lege and Clinton Streets, Toronto, is now located at 6o Thorald Ave.,
near the junction of Bloor and Dundas Streets.
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Dr. Hastings, Toronto Medical Health Officer, has discovered that
sonie dairymen in Toronto are using formaldehyde as a milk preserva-
tive. Sixty-four quarts of mnilk containing formaldehyde were seized
at one dairy and 352 at another. The milk was emptied into the sewer.

Dr. and Mrs. O'Connor, formerly of Toronto, announce the engage-
nient of their daughter, Blanche Drury, to Mr. Harold Courtney H.
Pole, son of the late Dr. Pole, Edinburgh, Scotland. The marriage will
take place in Toronto the latter part of October.

Mr. H. C. Tomlin, one of the Governors of the Toronto Western
Hospital, lias donated a I3rumball Dean sterilizing outfit at a cost of
$1,o0o. In a few weeks the Western Hospital will be in possession of
two of the most modern operating rooms in Canada.

Dr. Bruce, Superintendent of Brompton Hospital, London, England,
bas accepted the position of Superintendent of the Alexandra Sanitarium
for Consumptives at Byron. The engagement is the result of Hon.
Adam Beck's recent trip to Europe, where hie visited many sanitaria.
Dr. Bruce is to be here in October.

Q UEBEC.

Prof. Adamii, of McGilI, represented the Canadian Government at
Romne at the Tuberculosis Conférence.

Dr. P. J. Tooke, of Montreal, lias been elected an associate member
of the Arnerican Ophthalmnologîcal Association.

Montreal continues its good work of public schools. This was the
firbt: City in Canada to adopt medical inspection. The resuits have proven
îts. great value.

Dr. Lapthorn Smith, Montreal, and Miss Mary Williams, daughter
of Mrs. Williams, London, Ont., were married very quietly on 6th Sep-
tember by the Rev. R. Hewton, the rector, at- St. Paul's Churcli, Lachine.
The bride was given away by lier brother, while the bridegrooni was
attended by his son, Mr. Gordon C. Smith. Dr. and Mrs. Smith left in the
afternoon for a trip to the Adirondacks.

WESTERN PROVINCES.

Dr. A. S. Monro, of Vancouver, lias returned from, a trip abroad.
Dr. Cood, of Winnipeg, underwent an operation at the Rochiester

Hospital, Minn.
Dr. and Mrs. H. Herbert Secord, of Winnipeg, spent a holiday in

Toronto.
The marriage of Dr. Young, of Winnipeg, to Miss Landon Wright

took place on I4th September.
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In Winnipeg, public school inspection is doing good work. There hasbeen a marked influence on the spread of disease among pupils. A gooddeal of iii health has been detected and set aside for treatment. Many
abnorrnalities have also been corrected.

Dr. D. J. Dunn, of Edmonton, Alta., has been doing good work inthat city as medical inspector of schools. Hie is raising the standard ofhealth of the children very much. Medical inspection of scholars in Edmon-ton shows, as elsewhere, that it has a very marked economnic value.
Dr. Ernest Hall who recently left Victoria for Long Beach, Cal.,has been requested by the Board of the Vancouver Medical MissionaryCollege--in process of formnation-to develop the medical department.Hie will reside in Vancouver and restrict his practice to surgery and

gyrnaeco1ogy.
With a view as niuch of supplying free medical attendance to thePOOr Of the citY, as of giving prospective missionaries to foreign coun-tries a mnedical training, the Central Methodist Church, of Vancouver, hasdeci;ded to establish a Medical Missionary Training School, and in con-nection therewith a dispensary ini the church building. The school willbe in charge of Dr. Ernest Hall, a surgeon of wide repute recently movedto jVancouver from the Capital, and it WÎil be cOntrolled by a board ofmanagement of five members, three of whom were appointed last even-ing. The inauguration will take place OCtober 2.

PROM ABROAD.

Dr. A. Hi. Ferguson, of Chicago, has been ini very poor health for sometime, but is now improving.
Dr. Frank P. Foster, for many years editor of the ATew Yo'rk Medical

Journal, died recently.
It is estimated, that about 15,000,000 persons in Britain will cornewithin the range of the benefits of the British Insurance Scheme.D. K. Coutts, M.B., F.R.C.S., assistant surgeon to the Norfolk,England, Hiospital, died very suddenly fromn an attack of apoplexy.Dr. G. F. Blandford, a distinguished British authority on insanity,died on ist August at the age of 8:2 years. Hie was a noted author.
Dr. Hi. E. Roaf, of Toronto, lecturer on chemical physiology anddemonstrator of physiology at the University of Liverpool, has beenappointed lecturer on physiology at St. Marys Hiospital Medical School.
Dr. W. Allan Jarnieson, Surgeon to, the Royal Company of Archers,the King's bodyguard for Scotland, has had the Coronation Medal con-ferred upon him by His Majesty the King.
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The Antiseptic criticises very severely the condition of medical
education in India. Judging by what The Antiseptic has to say, there
is good grounds for complaint.

According to the investigations of Drs. Sandes and others, it appears
that leprosy is Iikely to spread fromn the ili to the well by the bite of
insects, such as flues, mosquitos, fleas, and bed bugs.

Among the reciients of honorary degrees from, the University of
Christiania, which has just celebrated its jubilee, are Sir Thomas Barlow,
Sir William Osier, and Sir John Rose Bradford.

Dr. Samuel Jones Gee, one of the most distinguished of British
clinical teachers, died recently at the age of 82. For many years he was
one of the active staff of St. Bartholomew's Hospital. It was in the wards
of that institution that he taught and was reverved by so many genera-
tions of students.

Canada is not the only place where there appears to be great abuse
of hospital privileges by, patients. The Antiseptic is vigorous in its con-
den:nation of the system in Madras. India, whereby those who can
afford to pay for medical and surgical attendance evade doing so by
gcing into a hospital and securing free treatment. This causes mucli loss
to the general practitioner.

* University Medical College Iocated in Kansas City bas made some
important changes in its curriculum. It bas nmade arrangements with
Medical Colleges throughout the country whereby these will do the first
two year's work of a regular medical course. The students will be
admitted into the University Medical College of Kansas City to com-
plete their course. There will be furnished a thorough course on bac-
teriology and pathology.' The x-ray equipment is to be the very best
obtainable.

Caîf Lymph and Tuberculosis was up, for discussion in the Huse
of Commons. Mr. Goldstone asked the President of the Local Govern-
nient Board whether, in view of the fact that the report of the Commis-
sion on Tuberculosis stated definitely that secretion of the cow, such as
mulk, could communicate tuberculosis to human beings, he would cause
inquiry to be made as to whether tuberculosis was not similarly comn-
municable to human beings by means of vaccination with caîf lymph.
Mr. Burns answered thatthe matter had already been carefully investi-
gated, and it had been conclusively shown that there was no risk of
tuberculosis being communicated to human beings by means of glycer-
iîîated caîf lymph.
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ALEXANDER STEWART, M.D.

A medical practitioner of excellent standing irn his part of the coun-
try was laid to rest i rth September in Palmerston Cemetery in the per-
son of Dr. Alexander Stewart. Dr. Stewart commenced practice in
Palmerston some 39 years ago, and continued here until compelled to
give up owing to ill-health in Apri! of this year. For the last few months
he had lived in Toronto, where he died on the 8th ultimo. The funeral
was the Iargest ever held in Palmerston, showing the universal esteem in
which the doctor was held by the community. The funeral service was
lield in Knox Preshyterian Church, and was conducted by the Rev. R. A.
Cranston. Members of the medical fraternity from the neighboring towns
of Clifford, Narriston, Mount Forest, Guelph, Moorefield, Drayton, Lis-
towel and Aima gathered to pay their last respects to an able and kindly
ccnfrere. In' addition to his medical practice, Dr. Stewart established and
carried on wîth much success the Ontario Vaccine Farin. He is survived
by bis widow and three daughters.

EDWARD ADAMS, M.D.

One of the best known homeopathie physicians in Toronto, Dr.
Edward Adams, of 596 Sherbourne Street, died suddenly at Port Hope
on i5th September. Ne had gone there for a few days' outing with friends
and was seized with a stroke on Monday and had a rather severe faîl. Ne
never regained consciousness. His body was brought to Toronto. Mrs.
Adams was on the Atlantic, homeward bound from England. Dr. Adams
was 65 years of age, and was the son of the late Rev. T. Thos. Adams, a
well-known Methodist minister, of Gait. Ne had practised in Toronto for
a quarter of a century, studying in Cleveland and practising in Harriston
before settling in' Toronto. Ne is survived by Mrs. Adams and two
daughters, Mrs. W. H. Eddison, of Philadeiphia, and Miss Caro Adams,
of Toronto.

ALFRED POOLE, M.D.

Dr. Alfred Poole died in Vancouver during July. Ne was a gradu-
ate of McGill, and Iocated jin Vancouver inl 1893, Ne was a member of
the staff of the General Hospital in that city.
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LOUIS 1H. MORSEX M.D.

Dr. Morse died in the latter part of june at his home in Digby, Nova

Scotia. He was born at Ridgetown in ff86. H1e graduated from Acadia

in i891i, and then in medicine at McGill in 1897. Hie entered into partner-

ship with Dr. Kinsman, of Digby, and later on purchased his practice. Hie

took a lively interest in miedical societies.

LUCIAN J. BELLIVEAU, M.D.

Dr. Belliveau practised at Shediac, N.B., where he died in the end of

July. H1e was born in New Brunswick inii 86o. H1e was a graduate of

Lavai of the class of 1884. H1e was at one time mayor of Shediac, and

was an active mernber of medical societies. and also a very public spirited

citizen.

HOWARD M. CHURCH, M.D.

Dr. Church, of Montreal, died in the Montreal General Hospital, 3Ist

July. Hie was a native of Quebec, being born in 1871. He took his degree

from McGîll in 1896. Hie was sometirne house surgeon to the Montreal

General Hospital, and was for ten years one of the demonstrators of

anatomny at McGÎIl. H1e took an interest in mÎlitary affairs.

CHRISTOPH«ER M- IANG, M.D.

Dr. Lang was educated at the University of Toronto, and graduated

in medicine at McGiIl in 1875. H1e located iu Owen Sound, Ont., where

he coutinued his practice until the time of his death. H1e took a keen inter-

est in medical, educational, and mnunicipal aiffairs. H1e died on July 26th.

BOOK REVIEWS.

DISEZAStS Olt TIE NOSt AND THROAT.

By St. Clair Thomnsofl M.D., F.R.C.p., F.R.C.S.. physician for Diseases of the

Throat and professor af Laryngology in Kings Coe Hospital, London:9

pages, with îz8 plates and 294 figures in the text (1911). Pie, $7.so.Lodn

Casseil & Co.; Toronto: D. T. McAifl5h & Co.

A work on diseases of the nose and throat fromn the Pen of Dr. St.

,Clair Thomson1 may well be expected to Ray befote the profession the best
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that can be said upon the subjeet. In the present volume this may be said

to be the case. The author has covered in a very thorough manner the

diseases of the nose and throat and the accessory parts. The illustrations

are most attractive and accurate. The plates in color would satisfy the

Most exacting critic. The paper and typography are the best in modern

lxkmaking. The well-known firm of Cassell & Company are noted for

this good work in book.-making, and this volume is one of their best

examples. The text of the book is full and trustworthy. For the general

practitioner it will furnish a genuine guide on ail the conditions he should

attempt to treat, and map out clearly what should go to the specialist. For

the specialist this book will prove what the saw is to a carpenter, one of

bis bench tools that he cannot do without. It should close to the hand of

every specialist.

DISEASES 0F THE EYE.

A Manual of the Diseases of the Eye for Students and General Practitioners, by
Charles H. May, M.D., Chief Clînic and Instructor in Ophthalmology,'College
of Physicians and Surgeons, Medical Departmnent, Columbia University, New
York, 1890-1903; Attend ing Ophthahmic Surgeon ta Mt. Sinai Hospital, Ncw
York; Consulting Ophthalmologist to Bcllevue Hospital, ta the French Hos-
pital, ta the Red Cross Hospital, and ta the Italian Hospital, New Yortk.
Seventh editian, revised. With 362 original illustrations and 22 cored plates.
New York: William Wood & Ca., igîî. Price, $2.aa net.

Dr. May's book is well known. Six editions have been used up by

the medical profession, and the demand called for a seventh edfition.

The author bas carefully revised the book, and we have in a neat volume

the best that can be said upon the diseases of the eye. Dr. May is gifted

with the power of stating in a concise form what one ought to know

about these diseases. We can cordially recommend this volume as well

calculated ta suit most practitioners. The book is got up in very attract-

ive- form.

SENSIBILITY 0F ALIMENTARY CANAL.

The Goulstanian Lectures an the Sensibility of the Alinientary Canal, delivered at
the Rayal College of Physicians, London, on March 14, 16, and 21, 1911, by
Arthur P. Hîrtz, M.A., M.D., F.R.C.P., Assistant Physician and Physician in
Charge of the Department far Nervaus Diseases, Guy's Hospital, London.
Henry Frawde, Oxford University Press, and Hudder & Stoughtan, Warwick
Square, E.C., igii. Taronto: D. T. McAinsh & Co. Price, $î.5o net.

These lectures appeared in the LANC1tT. There bas been made a

division into chapters. The book is a most interesting one to read, and

contains a large amount of very useful knowledge. We can advise a

careful perusal of this book as one will repay the time and expense.

L-
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PROGRESSIVE MEDICINE.

A Quarterly Digest of Advances, Discoveries and Improvements in the Medical
and Surgical Sciences. Edited by H. A. Ilare, M.D., assisted b>' J.. F. Apple-
man, September, 1911. Vol. 13, No. 3; whole number 51. Lea & Febiger,
Philadelphia and New York. Price, $6 per year.

This volume has four leading articles. The flrst is on diseases of the
thorax by Dr. W. Ewart; the second is on Syphilis and dermatology by
Dr. W. S. Gottheal; the third is obstetrics by Dr. E. P. Davis; and the
fourth is on nervous diseases by Dr. W. G. Spiller. These articles are the
very best possible, and give a thorough review of what has been done ini
these departments recently, together with the experience of these excel-
lent teachers,

NEW JERSEY BOARD OF' HEALTH.

Thirty-fourth Annual Report of the Board of Health of the State of New jersey,
1910, and Report of the Bureau of Vital Statistics, Trenton, New jersey. State
Gazette Publishing Company', Printers, igri.

This report îs full of very useful information on vital statistics. There
is much useful information on contagious dîseases, their spread and their
prevention. The volume is well worthy of a careful perusal by all who
may be interested in public health questions.

MEDICAI. DICTIONARY.
LippÎncott's Medical Dictionar>'. A vocabulary of terms used in Medicine, Dentistry,

Veterinar>' Sciences and the alIied sciences, with their pronunciation, etymolog-y
and signification, includîng much collateral information of a descriptive and en-
cyclopedic character b>' Henry W. Cattell, A.M., M.D. Second Edition. J. B.
Lippincott & Company, Philadeiphia, London and Montreal.

This is an excellent dictionary of medical termns. It is well bound in
flexible leather, It has a thumb index. The paper, type and illustrations
are aIl that could be desired by the most exacting. Any one who, has a
copy of this dictionary need not go any further in making additions along
this line to his library.

MISCELLANEOUS MEDICAL NEWS.

TUBERCULOSIS DYING OUT.

"Consumption is dying a natural death," said John Burns optimisti-
cally at the annual conference of the National Association for the
Prevention of Consumnption.
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Mr. Burns said there was no comparison between the London miik

shop of to-day and that of thirty-five or forty years ago, but there was

stili room for improvement. Tuberculosis in ail its forms was a decliniflg

disease. He thought that in twenty-five or thirty years its annihilation

ought to be effccted and consumption oughit to be only a memnory of the

past just as typhus, leprosy, and piague were now.

Facts justified this optimism. 1le quoted the foilowing figures show-

ingë the decline in tubercuiosis in the last ten years: Decrease-Eflgland

and Wales i9 per cent.; Scotland, 24 per cent.; lreland, 24 per cent.; (Uer-

n iany, 18 per cent. ; London, 30 per cent. ; Berlin, 24 per cent. ; Paris 3 per

cent.

SALE 0F PATENT MEDICINES.

Nearly $7,000,000 worth of "patent medicines" were exported trom

the United States in the last year, and for the past decade the aggregate

ainounts to more than $5o,ooo,ooo.

These figures, as conipiied from the officiai records of the Bureau of

Statistics, Department of Commerce and Labor, include oniy that ciabs of

exports designated as 'inedicines, patent and proprîetary," which the

exports inii I were $6,783,020 to foreigu countries and more than $250-

ooo to the non-contiguous territories of the United States, and do flot

include the numnerous articles exported for use in the preparation of medi-

cine, such as ginseng, which amounts to more than $I,ooo,ooo annuaily,

roots, barks and herbs, and other articles of this character.

Fifteen years ago the value of the exports of "patent or proprietary

medicines" amounted to iess than $2,000,000 per annum; in 1900 the total

was but $3,000,000; in i905, $5,ooo,ooo; and in 1911i, practically $7,oo0,-

ooo, the total for that year being larger than that of any other year. The

countries and colonies to which the medicines were sent iast year num-

bered go, scattered over every grand division and throughout the islands of

the sea.

MUST NOT EXPOSE FOOD.

Dust, flues and animais must be kept off fruit exposed in Toronto for

sale. The dealers may as well understand this now. Magistrate Denison

had a number of themn, ail foreigners, before him, and he fined themn $5.oo

and costs or thirty days. Each of themn paid $735 which would have

bought a lot of netting to properly protect the fruit.
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His worship intimated very plainly his attitude in the matter when

one of the defendants said he would flot fix his fruit up properly because
his conipetitors would flot do so.

"I amn going to see what can be done to increase this fine to forty or
fifty dollars if this persistence to disregard the law continues," said the
Colonel.

TH1E PUTBLIC HEALTH EXHIBIT.

The Provincial Board of Health of Ontario did a good service to the
public wben it arranged for the Health Exhibition at the Toronto Indus-
trial Fair. When we say the Board of Health we really mean its energ-etic
and capable secretary, Dr. J. W. S. McCullough. This Health Exhibition
called forth unlimîted praise from Earl Grey down.

The exhibits were nunierous and important. They showed charts for
the conservation of vision, the prevention of infant mortality, and models
for ventilation. The undertaking was well worthy of the attention it
attracted. The educational value will be far reaching and valuable.

During the days of the exhibition a series of talks on health were
given. Among those who took part in these were Dr. C. J. Hastings,
M.U.O. for Toronto; Dr. Helen MacMurchy, Dr. J. A. Amyot, Dr. Con-
neil, Kingston, Dr. C. G. Hewitt, Ottawa, Dr. G. D. Porter, and Dr. W. H.
Doherty.

We hope that this feature of Toronto's great exhibition niay be
repeated in future years. Knowledge is power. No where is this power
of more value than in the fight with disease.

THE METAL TRADES AND DENTAL CLINICS.

The following resolution was adopted by the Metal Trades Council
of Toronto at its regular meeting Of JUly 25th, i1911.

RESOLUTYION ON CLINICS AND MEDICAL INSPECTION.

Whereas, investigation of our schools have shown that the child-
ren's teeth are in a deplorable condition of neglect and decay, and,

Whereas, the preservation of the teeth is essential to good health
and good health essential to the enjoyment of lueé, and

Whereas, owing to the poverty or neglect of parents, lar~ge numbers
of children suifer from an insufficiency of medical care, and
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Whereas, money spent upon the conservation of public health is

well invested, the prevention of disease being much cheaper than its cure

and the maintenance of a higher standard of industrial efficiency more

econcimical than permitting physical deterioration, to say littie about the

human side of this matter, therefore, be it,

Resolved: that the Metal Trades Council of Toronto place itself on

record as favoring free medical treatment as well as free medical inspec-

tion of school children, and that, as a step in this direction, it cail upon

the Board of Education to establish f ree dental clinics in connection with

the public schools, the children's teeth to be periodically examined and

repaired absolutely f ree of charge, this service to be rendered to ail alike,
without any taint of charity, and be it, further,

Resolved, that we approve the expenditure of any sum of money
necessary for this purpose.

Copies of this resolution to be sent to the Board of Controi, the
Board of Education, the Medical Health Officer, the daily press, vani-
ous miedical journals, the Socialist press, and numerous organizations,
including the labor unions with the request that they take the matter
under consideration and comimunicqte, with us what action they take with
regards thereto.

joseph Helliker, Secretary, i91 Bolton Avenue, Toronto.

THE VALUE 0F SANATORIUM TREATMENT.
B>' Sir CLIFFORD ALBOTT. Sir LAUDER BRUNTOZ, Sir WILLIAM OSLR

and S~ir ARTHUR~ LATIIAM.

The public has formed a wrong impression of the value of sana-
torium treatment, for it has not grasped the facts which prove that, in
many cases, owing to the severity of the disease present, it must be use-
Iess; that in ai few instances it is actually harmful: and that in many
cases this method of treatment need not be carnied out at an institution.
Again, a number of people are under a misapprehension as to the mean-
ing of sanatorium treatment. In many quarters it is considered to be
synonymous with an existence under open-air conditions together with
an excessive supply of nourishing food. Fresh air and food play an
important part it is true, but the cardinal factor in the treatment îs the
constant and skilled regulation of the amounts of rest and exercise
prescribed from day to day for each individual patient.

In order that these miîsapprehensions may be cleared away it is
necessary to point out what takes place during the arrest of consumrption
in a given patient, and what are the principles of treatment. Consump-
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tion, as is well known, is due to the presence of minute organisms, called

tubercle bacilli, in the lung. The only protection we have against these

invaders is what may be termed comprehensively the defensive forces

of the body. What these forces are we do flot exactly knoiv; but they

have representativeS in the blood and other fluids of the body, the tissue

ceils, the blood celis, etc. There is no drug whîch has a specific action

upon tuberculosis. The vaccine known as tuberculin has a specific

action, but there are a number of limitations to its power; one which may

bc mentioned here is that in many cases of consumption we have to deal

flot only with the tubercle bacillus, but also with other organisms agaiflst

which tuberculin exerts no protective action.

The defensive forces of the body successfully combat and defeat

the tubercle bacillus in an overwhelmingly large proportion of cases.

That this is so is shown by the resuit that practically every man or

woman over 35 bears evidence-available after death-of having suiffered

from tuberculosis. In the vast majority of these cases the tubercle

bacillus has been routed, and this even without the individual ever know-

ing that he has contracted the disease.

What determines whether the defensive forces or the bacilli are to

prove victorious? Naturally the defensive forces must be put in the best

possible condition to fight. They require a constant supply of pure, fresh

air. Wind should also be avoided, as it increases the tendency to cough.

Again, the defensive forces require a proper supply of good nourishing

food with sufficient fatty food, such as milk, cream, butter,. potatoes, etc.,

together with a careful regulation of the digestive processes.

These requirements do not, of course, in themselves, necessitate a

sanatorium, but, in the majority of cases amongst the working classes,

it is difficuit to provide them except in such an institution.

The chief reason which makes treatment in an institution a necessity

is the need for constant supervision. This can only be explained by a

consideration of certain pathological processes. The bacilli manufacture

a poison--called tuberculin. This poison has a local eifect on the lung

in which they are present, causing destruction of tissue and so leading

to cough, expectoration, blood spitting, and the signs detected by the

ktethoscope, The local action of the poison also stiniulates a response

from the local defensive forces. A more important Ladt is that some of

the poison manufactured by the bacilli is absorbed by means of the lympli

strearn into the general circulation of the blood. If this poison in the

blood stream, is in excess of the powers of the defensive forces of the

body to deal witb, it leads to lassitude, loss of appetite, loss of weight,

sweating and fever. If the dose of poison îs a small one, the defensîve

forces of the body are stimulated to attack the bacilli. They go to, the

seat of conflict, surround the bacilli, and as the result of repeated stimu..
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lation by further small doses of poison eat up the weakened bacilli, and

so in time arrest the disease. If the dose of poison is a larger one than

the defensive forces can deal with, the latter are overpowered; the

bacilli are left in command, multiply, cause the disease to spread in the

lung, and pour out more poison, which, as already said, leads to fever,

sweating, loss of weight and appetite, and ail the distressing symptoms

of advancing consumption.
Treatment must obviously be directed then to keep the dose of

poison absorbed from the diseased area into the blood at such an amount

that it stimulates and does flot paralyse the defensive forces of the body

on which we are so dependent.
The amount of poison absorbed depends in large part upon the

amount of lymph and blood which goes through the diseased portion

of the lung in a given time. A larger quantity of lymph and blood must

automatically sweep out a larger quantity of poison. The quantity of

lymph and blood which goes through the lung in a given time depends

largely on the physiological law that the more work an organ bas to do

the greater must be its supply of blood and lymph. If a lung moves more

than usual, as in coughing, it receives immneiately a larger supply of

blood. If a man walks several miles, more blood and lymph will go

through lis lung, and, consequently, in the case of a diseased lung, more

poison will be swept out than if he lay quietly on a sofa during the same

period of time.
Movement, therefore, determines the quantity of blood and lyxnph

which goes through the lung; this in turn determines the amount of

poison swept into the general circulation, and this again determines the

task which the defensive forces have to meet. In treatment, therefore,

if the bacilli are not to be allowed to spread, and the disease to extend,

the amounts of rest and exertion must be carefully and constantly regu-

lated according to the ever-varyang symptoms of the patient.

It follows that in ail cases of consumption where the dose of poison

absorbed is capable of being in excess of the powers of the defensive

forces-that is, in the majority of such cases in the class chiefly affected

by the Insurance Bill-constant skilled medical supervision is only pos-

sible in the institution which is usually called a sanatorium. It also

follows that this constant supervision is not so essential in cases ini which

the defensive forces are fully capable of dealing with the poison absorbed

into the general circulation.
Cases of consumption may be roughly divided into four classes.

Class I. Those patients who become infected and recover without

knowing that they have been infected. In these the dose of poison

absorbed is practically neyer beyond the capacity of the defensive forces,

and so acts as a stimulant.

M
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Class IL Those who would recover if given a holiday at the sea-

side or some measure of outdoor treatment. In these cases the defensive

forces want assistance. The insanitary conditions, want of food, etc.,

under which the patient lives, diniinish the capacity of his defensives

forces, and so enable the bacilli to make further inroads. When the

patient is rernoved from these devitalizing conditions his defensive forces

automatically become able to figlit better, and to deal adequately with

such doses of poison as may be absorbed. Consequently, in such cases,
were we in a position to guage the exact condition of affairs, treatment

in a sanatorium would be unnecessary. This in the majority of instances

we cannot do. It is the best policy, therefore, to send such cases to a

sanatorium in the first place. When such supervision is possible the

duration of treatment will, of course, be much shorter than in the case

of those who properly corne under Class III.
Class III. Those who need careful treatmnent in a sanatorium. In

this class the dose of poison~ is generally greater than the capacity of the
defensive forces, and therefore, the amounts of rest and exercise to be
taken require constant supervision.

Class IV. Those who are going to die frorn infection, whatever may
be done for themn. This failure is probably due to:

I . The incapacity of the defensive forces to respond.
2. The excess of the absoùrbed poison even in absolute rest is heyond

the capacity of the defensive forces.
These conditions can be ascertained only after skilled and close

obbervatîon.
It is clear, then, in the treatment of cases of consumption in which

recovery is not going to occur spontaneously, the defensive forces require
careful nourishment, iii the shape of fresh air and good food, and, above
ail, the amount of rest and exertion must be carefully regulated from
hour to hour.

It does not require much thought to see that, in a national carx-
paign dealing with persons, whose income is below £xGo, treatment in
efficient sanatoriums is a vital necessity.

It is asserted that tuberculin, ulsed ini dispensaries for patients who
continue to work, gives results as good or better than treatment in a
sanatorium. Treatment by tuberculin in Class I or iný Class II is well
known to, give excellent resuits, but so, does practically any other forin
of treatment. In Class III, where doses of poison are, on the whole, ini
excess of the capacity of the defensive forces, tuberculin cannot safely
be used except under constant supervision. If the regulation of the
absorption of a man's own poison-his own tuberculin-requ ires Con-
stant supervision, it follows that the administration of prepared tuber-
culin requires the same close observation.
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The success of the so-called tuberculifi dispensaries rests largely onX

the fact that Class I and Class II are chiefly treated at them. A further

part of their success is due to the many instances in which the diagnosiS

of the presence of active disease is faulty, with the resuit that rnany

persons are treated with tuberculin and labelled as cures in whom the

disease lias previously been arrested. The fact that the physicians

to the hospitals for diseases of the chest send their patients to sanatori-

um's is a strong testimony to their usefulness; for it is mnuchý more

lucrative (to the physician) to give tuberculin than to send patients to

be treated elsewhere. 0f the value of tuberculin there is no question.

Its use is of great value, not only in Class II, but also in Class III-that

is, in patients who require sanatorium treatment. We corne, therefore,

to the conclusion that neither sanatorium treatment nor tuberetilin

should be depended upon solely, but that both should be used under con-
ditio)ns which facilitate the closest supervision.

If sanatorium treatment has not hitherto met with universal accept-
ance as efflcacious in a campaign against consumption, the mistrust is
due to a number of causes. In the first place the majority of existing
so-called sanatoriums are inefficient, and the treatment given is not
"4sanatorium treatment," but a treatnient in an institution labelled a sana-

torium, and consisting of little more than fresh air and abiindance of

nourishing food, but without adequate medical supervision and the

necessary regulation of rest and exercise. The results obtained by these

inefficient sanatoriums have been regarded by the public, and by many

members of the medical profession, as the results of efficient sanatorium

treatment, and have done mucli to discredit it. The second reason, is that

sanatorium treatment lias been asked to do the impossible, and lias been

regarded in some quarters as sufficient in itself, and as a certain cure for

every case of consumption. No responsible member of the medical pro-

fession, no level-headed layman, has ever regarded the treatment in this

liglit. The sanatorium is an important link, but only a link, in a com-

paratively long chain. Unless it forms a part of a carefully thought out

system, embracing, amongst other things, dispensaries, hospitals, homes

for advanced cases and the dying, careful disînfection and after-care of

patients when they leave the sanatorium, together with assistance to the

breadwinner's family whilst lie is under treatment, it cannot help us

mucli to eradicate consumption. Even sanatorium treatment does not

cure all forms of pulmonary tuberculosis, and we can scarcely anticipate
that any form of treatment ever will prove very efficacious in advanced

and long-standing disease. It is fair to condemn sanatorium treatment
because it cannot accomplish the impossible? Again, if a workÎng man
iii an early stage of consumption is sent toi an efficient sanatorium, there
is every prospect of the disease being arrested; but, if lie is allowed to
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return to those conditions under which he contracted the disease-hard

work, bad air, insufficient food-the disease will almost certainly relapse.

It is fair, when this happenS, to say that sanatorium treatmnent is Of no

avail?
The third reason is the fact that in the past erection and mainten-

ance of sanatoriums have cost far too much. This objection no longer

holds, as, apart f rom the cost of land, a sanatorium of a permanent

character can be erected and equipped for a little over £ioo, a bed. The

cost of maintenance and administration should amount to rather less

than 25s. a week per patient. The fourth reason has been the difficulty

of making such arrangements for maintaining the f amily when the bread-

winner is away, that the patient may be presuaded to go to a sanatorium

early enough, and to stay long enougzh. Much of this difficulty, however,

should be swept away by an intelligent administration of the Insurance

Bill.

Sanatorium treatment, as a link in a chain, confined to those who are

capable of being cured within a reasonable period and supervised by a

competent and special trained medical man with administrative capacity,

is one of the most valuable offensive weapons we have to-day in our

fight against consuimption. We have shown that its value in the past

has been obscured for several reasons-the inefficiency of many sana-

toriums, iniproper selection of cases, inadequate length of treatment,

inadequate "after-care," and the like. In the future most of these defects

should be removed by efficient administration. In the past many men

did not apply for treatment because they knew there was no likelihood

of it being obtained in time, as the sanatorium accommodation was insu-

ificient for more than about i per cent. of the consumptive population.

Under the new Act there should be much greater accommodation, and

this in itself should do much to secure treatment in the earlier stages of

the disease and to rehabilitate sanatorium treatment in the opinion of the

general public.

LAuDEa BRUNToN.
ARTHuri LA'rnAm.
WILLIAM OSLIM.

-Bi~hMedical Journal, JulY 15~, 1911.

MLIES AND INFECTION.

A fourth report on flues as carriers of infection îssued recently by the

Local Government B3oard contains a continuation of Dr. Graham-Smith's

(sigr
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expeimetal orkon te rlation of flies to bacteria, an investigation of

their relation to parasitic worms by Dr. Nicî,adasre fosra

tions on the fiight of flies by Dr. Copernan and others.

The primary object of Graharn-Smith's experiments was to ascer-

tain .whether flues could infect fiuids, such as nuilk, on which they feed.

As in many other instances of a like nature the experimental demnofstra-

tion of this point seems at first sight superfuous. If one cari infect rnîlk

by inoculating it with a platinuni needle or a brush there appears n0

reason to doubt that the saine cari bc done by mneans of a fly. The

important point in the investigation, however, is the deterraination of the

Iength of turne during which such a fly mnay remain înfective. In the case

of the house-fly it is shown that this rnay continue for at least eleven

days, and that with non-sporing organisms the infection is conveyed ini

the alimentary tract of the fiy, but with spore bearers, such as B. anthracis,

the legs and wings remain infective for a like period. A more extended

sertes of observations was made wîth the blow-fly, anid it was found that

by certain cases infection might be derived froin the legs and wîngs as

late as the thirteenth day, even in the case of non-sporing organisins.

This resuit, however, appears to depend entirely on the conditions

of experiment, and it was only obtained when the flues were fed on ttnick

syrup, which, clinging to the legs, necessitated frequent cleansîng, lead-

ing in consequence to reinfection from the alîmentary, canal. Wheri milk

was used instead of syrup infection disappeared froni the legs at a much

earlier period, ancd there is thus no reason to doiabt the correctness of

Graham-Smitîl's previous conclusion (third report) that non-sporing

organisins do not survive long on the external surface of flies. The most

extended series of experiments showed that blow-flîes could infect milk

or syrup for as long as twenty-six to thirty-one days after they had been

fed with such organisms as B. prodigiosis and B. pyocyaneus.

The question of the transission of bacteria froni the larvae to the

adult flîes was also taken up. This is an important matter in view of the

fact that larvae are more liable to corne into contact with infective materi-

als than aduit fiîes are; and also from the further consideration that

Faichnie has suggested that B. typhosus may be transmitted in this way.

To test this Graham-Smith employed B. anthracis, B. typhosus, B. enteri-

tidis, B. prodigiosus, and Vibrio cholerae. The larvae were allowed to

feed on cultures of these organisms, then trarisferred to sterile vessels in

which they emerged. In the case of anthrax, transmission in this mari-

ner was readily demonstrated. The bacilli were recovered froin the

intestine of files as late as eleven days, and froin the legs as late as nine-

teen days after contamination, and these bacilli were showri to retairi their

virulence. In the case of the other organsins, however, the experimerits
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were entirely negative, a resuit which affords evidence that with the
blow-fly at Ieast transmission of such' infection does not occur in this
matter. Graham-Smith does flot deny the possibility of this method in
the case of the house-fly, but we may venture the opinion that in this
case also the same negative resuit will probably be obtained. It appears
as if non-sporing organisms such as the typhoid bacillus are unable to
withstand the changes accompanying metamorphosis, and that they are
killed off either by phagocytoisis or by the growth of certain other bac-
teria. The frequent occurrence in recently emerged flies of bacilli sus-
piciously like B. typhosus and B. enteritidis, as noted by Graham-Smith,
is probably not without significance in this connection, and will
undoubtedly demand further attention.

Dr. Nicoll's report deals with the transmission of the eggs of para-
sitic worms through the agency of house-flies. This is a matter which has
given rise to much conjecture, but, as he remarks, very few actual
observations have been recorded. The only investigations of any import-
hnce were made in Italy nearly thirty years ago by Grassi, and twenty-
three years later by Calandruccio. Their observations left littie doubt
that the fiy was an extremely probable agent in the dispersai of certain
worms-notably Hymenole pis nana and Trichocephalus dis par. They
also showed that the eggs were carried in the intestine of the fly and
deposited in its excrement. Dr. Nicoll's work yields ample confirmation
of these conclusions, and at the same timne brings out several new points
Of general importance. One of the most interesting facts which both he
and Graham-Smith remark upon is the fly's habit of cleansing itself.
This apparently hygienîc procedure might at first commend itself, but,
although it serves to get rid of gross contamination, it results in a
renewed infection of the legs and body from the proboscis. Nicoli sums
up the general facts which are known in regard to the life-history and
mode of transmission of paýrasitic worms and the characters of their
eggs. The size of the latter appears to be the most important factor in
their relation to fiîes, for the ordinary house-fly is unable to swallow par-
ticles exceeding 5o microns in diameter. This fixes a limit to the size of egg
that can be ingested, and, as many parasites produce eggs exceeding
this size in one or both diameters, they must be much less likely te be
disseminated by flies. The experiments were conducted chiefly with the
tapeworms, H-ymenole pis diminuita and Taenîia serrata. The former pro-
duces eggs exceeding the limit; the later much under. It was, found that
the eggs of Taenia serrata could be ingested inx hundreds, that they might
remain in the intestine of the fly for two or three days without being
destroyed, and that, when deposited, they retained their infectivity. It was
further noted that faeces coritainting tapeworm segments afforded flues the
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opportunity for contaminating food for at least a fortnight after exposure.
With regard to the conveyance of eggs on the external surface of flies,
although this was demonstrated several times even in the case of such large
eggs as those of Hymenotepis diminuta, Nicoli is evidently flot inclined to
attach such far-reaching importance to this mode of transmission as to that
by the intestine, and in this respect he is in agreement with Graham-Smith
in the case of bacteria. It is obvious, however, that, where foodstuffs and
înfective excremental matter are separated by no great distance, external
conveyance is the most ready means of transmission.

The resuits obtained by Copemnan, Howlett, and Merriman on the
range of flight of flues are rather interesting. They experimented with
niarked flies, which were Iiberated in large numbers and afterwards recov-
ered at various parts. They found that the direction of flight was deter-
mmcnd to a considerable extent by the prevailing wind, and that the distance
miight be as great as 1,700 yards. Two flies were captured at a distance of
8oo yards within forty-five minutes after they had been liberated. it is
evident, therefore, that flies may and do travel for a distance of about one
mile, and this fact must be reckoned with in sanitary administration deal-
ing with mnanure heaps and the possible spread of infection from theni by
means of flies. Reference mnay be made here to a short note by Flexner
and Clark on the contamination of the fly with the virus of epidemnic polio.
rnyelitis. This indicates another direction in whîch suspicion has fallen on
the house-fly. The note in question gives the first experimental evidence
of the possible spread of this disease by flies. It shows that the virus can
be recovered from flies which had fed on an infected spinal cord forty-eight
hours previously. The circumstances of the experihent, however, appear
to be somewhat unnatural.

These varlous investigations have undoubtedly added much of a con-
crete nature to our knowledge of the subject and have brought us a step
nearer to a summing up and verdict, but until more is known of the biology
of flies, and especially their natural relation to pathogenic bacteria Of
<rieric origin, we can only suspect and take measures accordingly.-
British Medical Journal.

MEDICAL PREPARATIONS, ETC.

THE WEIGHT 0F EVIDENCE.

If professional endorsement of the therapeutic efficacy of a remedy by
meni of recognized reputation, further supported by a successful existence
of over a quarter of a century counts for anything, it must then be logical
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to presume that such a product is worthy of a trial in conditions where it is

clinically indicated.
No greater an authority upon gynaecologcal diseases than Sims could

be quoted, and from, the fact that he prescribed and recommended the use

of Hayden's Viburnuin Compound in certain gynaecologîcal and obstet-

rical conditions, is weighty evidence of its therapeutic efficiency and repu-

tation which it enjoyed with the older mernbers in the profession.

That it has continued to serve as a satisfactory remedy since the timne

of Sirns, in the treatment of dysmenorrhea, menorrhagia, rnetrorrhagia,

threatened abortion, rîgid os, etc., its increasing popularity with the pro-

fession indicates which should warrant it worthy of a trial in these

diseases, when they are presented to you.

To those physicians flot familiar with the genuine H. V. C., as origin-

ated by Dr. Wm. R. Hayden, a sample with formula and literature will be

forwarded upon request to the New York Pharmaceutical Co., Bedford

Springs, Bedford., Mass.

PRIEPARE FOR SCHOOL DAYS.

And now the littie army of you1ng humanity, after the long vacation,

trips back to school to commence the long period of mental and bodily

stress and strain inseparable from îndoor confinement and long hours of

work and study. Is it not the part of wisdom to see that they are well

prepared for what, to many of themn, is really a serious ordeal?

If the boy or girl (especially the girl at the age of puberty) is anSrmic,

easily tired, pale and listless, it is certainly a gcod plan to correct this con-

dition at once, rather than to wait until the condition is more serions. If

the young pupil is fortified by the toming and building up of blood and

thýsue, the prevalent school infections, measles, scarlet fever, and diph-

theria, are mucli more likely to pass themi by. Pepto-Mangan (Gude) is

especially indicated as a blood tonie and general reconstituent for children,

as it is palatable, easily taken, free from disturbing effeet upon the diges-

tion, and devoid of constipating action. It can be taken for any length of

time without danger of injury to the stomach, anid its eifect is soon notice-

able in increased appetîte, improved color, better spirits and increased

weight.

READ THIS, DOCTOR.

I{undreds of physiciaxis feli by the wayside in the wide-spread grippe

epidemic last spring, and mnany are due to suifer this comÎng season. Why?
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'Because, in a general way, they are so busy looking after patients they

grow careless, and are amenable to exhausting disease conditions. They

refuse to take their own prescriptions and prefer flot to advise other doc-

tors. They are given to slow suicide through personal neglect. They

break ail hygienic laws. Few breathe or exercise correctly, for instance-

Rec-all the grippe of 'go and '91; history shows a second visitation

fcllows one like that of this year, and it is a question whether the broiling

heat of july helped destroy latent germs or through enervatir'g people,

made conditions more favorable. Now is the time to increase reserve

strength and health whîle the cool faîl days are here and winter coughs

and rheumatic aches are avoidable. A large number of physicians have

found the assimilable oil an invaluable addition to the medical and general

dietetic treatment of grippe and pneumonia attacks, as well as in tuber-
culosis.

Increasing quantities of Scott's Emulsion are prescribed annually
because it is an honest, reliable preparation. We do flot hesitate to say
there is no cod-liver oil emulsion that is comparable with it. Not one
drop of alcohol, and 50 per cent. finest Norwegian oul in Scott's. Every
drop is assimilable. If you will take it regularly a few weeks and note how
much stronger and better you feel in every way, you will then have even
better testimony than your patients can give you, and you will be more

likely to stand up under a season's hard work. Everybody knows Scott's

Eniulsion invigorates.

DIATRIBES FALLEN FLAT.

The literature on American antipyretics, analgesics and anodynes is

vc.lIuminous, and clinical reports from prominent medical men in ail parts

of this country, with society proceedings and edîtorial references, attest

their value in actual practice in an endless variety of diseases and symp-

tomatic affections, such as the neuralgias, rheumatism, typhoid and other

fevers, headaches, influenza and particularly in the pains due to irregu-

larities of menstruation. Antikamnia bas received more favorable criti-

cismi because of its success than any other remedy known. Some critics

have seemed personally aggrieved because of its American source, and

that it did not emanate from the usual "color works," but their diatribes

have fallen fiat as do most presecutions and unreasonable and petty preju-

dices. The fact stands incontrovertible that antikamnia'has proven an

excellent and reliable remedy, and when a physician is satisfied with the

effects achieved with a remedy lie usually holds fast to it. That is the

secret of the antikamnia success. The dose is from one to two-grain tab-

lets. Antikamnia tablets are to-day in greater use than any other remedy

of their kind.
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PRESCRIPTIONS FOR ASTHMA.

Dr. P. W. Willianis regards caffine iodide as the most useful remnedy

in the prevention of attacks of asthrna. When patients do flot tolerate

the iodides, he gives f rom five to ten grains of calcium chioride before or

after the jodide. They cannot be dispensed together.
Other combinations of value mentioned by the author follow:

I.
R Nitroglycerin ..................... gr. 1/200 to gr. 1/100

Sodium îodide. ................. ........ gr. iii to gr. v.

One dose to be repeated every two or three hours until the attack

subsides.
II.

8 Sodium nitrate .......................... gr. ss to gr. i
Sodium iodide .......................... gr. iîî to gr. v

Give evcry two or three hours.
III.

R Fluid extract of grindelia robusta .......... m xv to m xxx
Sodium jodide..................................grà
Nitroglycerin .............................. .gr. 1/200
Tincture of euphorbia pilulifera ................... M xx
Spirit of chloroform.............. .............. ad 3 i

M. Sig. One to two teaspoonsful in water every two to four hours
while the attack lasts.

IV.
B Fluid extract of grindelia robusta .... ............. m xx

Fluid extrect of myrtus chekan...................nm xx
Fluid extract of yerba santa ..................... m xx
Fluid extract of quebracho......................... 3

M. Sig: One dose to be taken in two teaspoýonsful of brandy iai haif
a tumblerful of water.

Morphine may be given hypodermically in conjunction with hyoscine,
as in the following:

R Morphine hydrochloride......................... gr.~.
Hyoscine hydrobromide .... ........ gr. 1/20 to gr. 1/10(>

To the foregoing i-2oo grain of nitroglycerin may be added, or
atropine suiphate mnay be substituted for the hyoscine.

As a use ful form of vaporized spray solution the author recommends
the following:

B Cocaine hydrochlorîie .......................... gr. î
Atropine sulphate.............. ................ »gr, î
Sodium nitrite ................ .......... ...... .gr x
Glycerin................................... .... m Mx
Rose water, enough to inake....................... .8

M. et Sig.:- Five or ten minims to be inhaled through the nose by
means of a very fine vaporizing spray. Repeat at intervals of twenty to
thirty minutes if necessary.-Nezu York~ Medîcal Journal.


